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ABSTRACT

Garnna and x-ray attenuation densitometers ere systems in which

measurements of the attenuation of one or several radiation beams ere

used to infer the density of the attenuating material. This report

contains discussions of theoretical end practical aspects of densi-

tometer design, operation, and data interpretation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to describe the design and use of

radiation attenuation densitometers used to detect density, based on

knowledge and experience accumulated at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (IMEL). These densitometers comprise radiation sources,

detectors, and shielding, all of which define one or a few beams of

x-ray or gamma radiation, and which serve data acquisition and anal-

ysis systems.

The major advantage in using radiation as a tool for measuring

the density of a material is that no direct contact is necessary be-

tween the material and the measurement hardware: the measurement does

not disturb the material other than irradiating it. nor can the

material damage the measurement system through corrosion, abrasion, or

other negative interaction. Nor need the integrity of the material's

container be compromised by mechanical penetration. The use of

gamma- or x-radiation is superior to the use of optical or ultrasonic

beams because gamma- and x-rays are not refracted or reflected by
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macroscopic density discontinuities, such as bubble surfaces, which

can totally block transmission of an optical or ultrasonic beam.

Neutron radiation is rarely used because convenient, intense sources

and efficient detectors do not exist.

The primary application of densitometry at the INEL has been to

gas-liquid mixtures flowing through pipes, and examples in this report

tend to be oriented toward this use. However, these densitometry

techniques can have much wider employment. Examples ere application

to gas-solid mixtures, such as fluidized beds, and to liquid-solid

mixtures, including slurries and less dispersed mixtures. A com-

mercial densitometer device is used to measure the depth and com-

paction of snow at remote sites, with control and readout via tele-

phone lines.

This report is divided into two major parts, the first (Sections

2 through 7) being mainly theoretical end the second (Sections 8

through Section 14) dealing with practical hardware design. The dis-

cussions are limited to radiation attenuation densitometers having

only a few beams (typically three). There ere two related densi-

tometer techniques of which the reader should be aware but which will

not be discussed in this report. These are radietion-scattering den-

sitometers, which measure scattered, rather than transmitted (un-

scattered), radiation, and the well-developed medical tool, tomo-

graphy, which uses a large number of transmitted beam intensity mea-

surements to determine a detailed density map.

The goal was to make this paper generally self-contained, so that

the reacer would not. have to look ,,p other papers to understand major

points. The reader who is interested in the historical development of

densitometry might start by consulting the more comprehensive,

two-phase flow instrumentation review articles (see References 1-3).

Other references in this report describe examples of limited interest

or contain details too long for inclusion.



2. THEORY, DESIGN, DATA ANALYSIS, AND REDUCTION

Although radiation attenuation densitometers are simple in

principle, accurate end meaningful density measurements demand e

well-designed densitometer system, significant corrections to the raw

data, and careful interpretation of the calculated density values.

The basic theory end underlying assumptions regarding the rela-

tionship between the material density and the measured densitometer

beam intensities are the subject o^ Section 3. The equations derived

in this section are used in later sections, and the assumptions dis-

cussed are the beses for the various design criteria end data cor-

rections in later sections.

In Section 4 measurement requirements are discussed that must be

considered when the feasibility of using a densitometer is be.ng

studied or when a densitometer system is being designed.

In Section 5 important design considerations and design opti-

mization procedures are covered. We use the equations of Section 3 to

determine limits on the density measurement accuracy, range, end re-

sponse time, and to adjust the design parameters to meet the measure-

ment requirements of Section 4.

In Section 6 the calibration techniques and data corrections

required to obtain accurate measurements are discussed. The basic

tools for estimating the measurement uncertainty are a'lr.o provided.

In Section 7 we discuss the interpretation of multibeem densi-

tometer data in terms of average density, density profiles, and

two-phase fluid flow regimes.

These five sections should give the prospective user a set of

guidelines to help in all stages, from feasibility studies to final

data interpretation, of x- and gamma-ray densitometry.



3. THEORY AND ASSUMPTIONS

Most densitometer systems of the type discussed in this paper can

be considered as an assemblage of several separate beams. Each beam

is defined by a radiation source, a radiation detector, and shielding

material that defines the beam geometry. These elements ere shown

schematically in Figure 1. Some of these components may be common to

several beams; nevertheless, each beam can be considered independent

of al] the others for most purposes. The source dimensions are

usually small compared with the source-to-detector distance, so the

source can be considered a point source. With these assumptions, the

basic equations describing densitometer operation can be written auite

easily.

-Source

Material of
•jnknown density

Detector

1 Shielding

Electronics

Software

Line average
density value

INEL-A-12 5B5

Fig. 1 Sinale beam measurement elements.
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3.1 Attenuation Equation

3.1.1 Detected Photon Spectrum Equation. Mo^t gamma sources

exhibit no preferential direction of emission: the emitted photons

are uniformly distributed over the entire 4TT steradians of solid
2

angle. The solid angle subtended by the detector aperture is A/R ,
where R is the source-to-uetector distance end A is the aperture area

as seen from the source. The fraction of the emitted photons moving

toward the detector is simply the ratio of the solid anoles,

A/(4TTR ). However, some of these photons will be absorbed or scat-

tered by whatever material occupies the path between the source and

the detector. If A, is the fraction of these photons that zre not

scattered or absorbed, and s(E) tSE is the number of photons per second

emitted with energy between E and E +• SE, then the number of un-

scattered photons per second, with energy between E and E + SE, that

reach the detector is

s(E) 6E-A^ A (E). (1)

The attenuation factor A T generally depends on the photon energy E.

Of the photons that reach the detector, some will deposit only a

fraction of their energy in the dotector, and some will not interact

with the detector at all. If e(Ep,E) 6E is the probability that an

incident photon with energy E will deposit energy between E and

E + 6E in the detector, then the rate at which a photon with

energy in (E, E + oE) will cause a detector output pulse with energy

in (Ep, Ep + 6Ep) is

s(E) 5 E — L AT (E) e(Ep, E) <5Ep, (2)
4TTR 2 ' F P

and the rate at which output pulses are generated in (Ep, ED + <5Ep)

is

D ( E p } 6 Ep = — T / * " e ( E p ' E) s(E) A T ( E ) dE



The quantity D is exactly the pulse-energy spectrum that would be

observed if the detector output were connected to an ideal energy

analyzer.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of E(E , E) on E for a typical

detector. The peak at E near E is called the photopeak, and the

integral of e over this peak region ->, called the photopeak effi-

ciency. This peak represents events in which all the energy of the

photon is absorbed and contributes to the detector output pulse. The

sharpness of the photopeak is determined by the type of detector, its

dimensions aftd noise level, and by E. . e is zero for E values

higher than the photopeak position; the probability of E being

greater than E is zero because a pulse cannot represent more than all

of the photon energy. However, the pulse can represent less than all

of the photon energy, so t is greater than zero for E values below

the photopeak.

E.

Both e and AT are usually smooth functions of the photon energy

I f , as is usually desired, the garrnia ray source emits photons with

£(Ep,E)

IMEL-A-12 580

Fig. 2 Detector response function.



only one energy, so that s(E) is zero except for £=£-,, then the

integral of the previous equation is

D(Ep) = e(Ep, Ex) — ^ S Ay (Ej) (4)

where

S = /*" s(E) dE
-'o

is the total photon emission rate of the source. If the source emits

photons at severe! distinct energies, then

D(Ep) = £ e(Ep, Ej) Sj A T (Ej) A/(4TTR^) (5)

where

E. = the ith photon emission energy

M = the number of distinct photon emission energies

S. = the rate of anis-,ion of photons with energy E..

This multiple energy case has some interesting possible applica-

tions, but they are outside the scope of this report. Only the single

energy source will be discussed in detail.

3.1.2 Attenuation Factors. The total attenuation factor AT

can be written as the product of several factors, one for each mate-

rial in the beam path. Thus,

Ay (E) = Ag (E) Ap (E) Af (E) Ag (E) (6)



would be appropriate for a beam passing through a metal pipe (A )

containing a mixture of liquid (AJ and gas (A Q), with air (A )

surrounding the pipe. Each of these factors is of the form

E) = exp \-k. (E) J Q. dxjA (E) = exp \-k. (E) J Q. dxj (7)

where

k. = the mass attenuation coefficient for the ith

material

p. = the local (perhaps position-dependent) density

of the ith material

p.dx = an integral evaluated along the beam path

through the ith material.

The beam path along which this integral is evaluated may be in several

separate sections instead of one continuous section. For the pipe

metal the integral would have two parts, one for the beam passing

through the p,ipe wall when entering the pipe, and the other for the

beam leaving the pipe at the opposite wall.

The mass attenuation coefficient k is commonly denoted by y/u;

the current notation k is adopted here. Evans (see Reference 4) dis-

cusses the mass attenuation coefficient in detail. Values for a

variety of materials can be found in the literature (see References 5

and 6 ) ; a few values are shown in Figure 3.

The value of k for a material depends primarily on the material's

molecular composition — and on photon energy ~ with very little

dependence on the physical state of the material. Therefore, if the

gas-liquid mixture is steam and water, both, of course, having the

molecular composition H,0, then kf •- k . The liquid and gas

attenuation factors can be represented as one fluid attenuation factor:



2.00
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Photon energy (keV)
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Fig. 3 Mass attenuation coefficients for selected materials.



A ( E ) = A f ( E ) A g ( E )

= exp [ -k (E) f p - lexp [-K (E) fp dx]
<- Jf rdx J L Jq 9 J

= exp [~k (E) / p d x ]

= exp [-k (E) X p c ]

= exp [ -p c /B ]

where
k = k̂ r = k ,

dx and

f pg d x

/pdx

the integrals of the liauid and gas

densities over those portions of the beam

peth containing liquid or gas

the integral of the fluid (liauid or gas)

density over the portion of the beam path

containing fluid

(8)

the length of the beam path through the

fluid

Pc = dx/x
and
B = l/(kX)

the Mine average density," the fluid

density averaaed alona the beam path.

At any particular point along the path, p is equal to either p, or

P , and the total

path lengths, so

P , and the total fluid path length is the sum of the liquid and gas

Jpdx = /p gCx. (9)

Thus, the important result is that D is proportional to an exponential
of the line average fluid density:

D(Ep) - D0(Ep) exp (-P(. (10)
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where

DQ(Ep) = e(Ep, Ex) S Ag (Ej) Ap (Ej) A/(4TTR2) . (11)

I f the densitometer system is to be operated in a photon-counting

mode, then either the value of D at some fixed energy or, more l i ke ly ,

an integral of D over some energy range, is used as the indicator of

the beam intensity I :

I = K D(E1) = KDo e " P c / B = 1Q e ~pc/B (12a)

or

I = K I p 2 D(E) dE = e " P c / B K e(E, E,)dE SA A A / (4TTR 2 )
t p l l a p

= I o e " p c / B (12b)

where

K = a constant (of somewhat arbitrary value) chosen to

give the correct units

I = the obvious grouping of all the constants.

I f the system is to operate in the current mode, in which f i l t e r ing is

used to smooth the individual pulses from the detector output so that

the (smoothed) detector output current can be used as an indication of

beam intensity, the expression for the beam intensity is

- K J 0 0 E D ( E ) dE
oo

- K e ' P c / » E (E, El)dE S A A A/(4 R2)
o r r

-P./B
- I o e C • (12c;

11



Thus, the simple, common relationship is obtained between the l ine

average f l u i d density p and the measurement I representing the beam

intensi ty, independent of what type of measurement J is (photon-count

rate or detector current):

I = IQ e - p c / B (13)

or

pc = -Bin ( I / I o ) - (14)

The two constants, I with the dimensions of I, and B with the di-

mensions of density, are easily determined by calibration techniaues

to be Jiscussed later. In principle, the values of these constants

can be calculated accurately, but in practice an experimental calib-

ration is necessary. Of course these constants must be calculated, ?t

least approximately, when designing the densitometer system or when

making preliminary uncertainty estimates.

3.2 Assumptions

This discussion has included a number of implied assumptions,

among which the following eight ere of major importance in dens-

itometer design:

(1) Streaming effects are negligible

(2) Dark current and background radiation Bre negligible or have

been subtracted out of the measured beam intensity

(3) Interactions between beams ars negligible

(4) Small angle scattering effects ere negligible

12



(5) The radiation source is isotropic

(6) Pulse-counting errors are negligible or have been corrected

(7) Density changes are slower than the densitometer response

(8) Statistical errors are negligible.

Streaming effects are negligible. Streaming occurs when an

absorbing (or scattering) material occupies part of the beam cross

section, while another part of the cross section is left unobstructed

so the radiation can stream through. The measured beam intensity

under these conditions will be different from that of the same

material uniformly distributed over the beam cross section. Equations

(1) through (14) assume that streaming does not occur, or that the

material in the beam is uniformly distributed across the beam. If

streaming does occur, the amount of material actually in the beam will

be greater than the amount indicated by the densitometer readings.

In most cases, though streaming seems to be unavoidable, it is

negligible or can be minimized. For example, in many two-phase flow

regies, the sizes of the individual bubbles or drops are small com-

pared to the diameter of the beam, so streaming must occur. However,

if a bubble occupies one part of the beam cross section at one point

along the beam length, another bubble will probably occupy a different

part of the beam cross section at some other point along the beam

length. When the entire beam length is thus considered, this ran-

domness in the spatial distribution of the two fluid phases tends to

bring about uniform distribution of the fluid density across the beam

cross section. The tendency toward a uniform distribution reduces the

streaming effects. However, some residual streaming effect may occur

all the same, which will yield the previously mentioned bias error in

the densitometer readings as well as a random noise component asso-

ciated with the random fluid density distribution. These effects can

usually be negated by making the beam narrow. The practical

13



guideline is to keep the beam at a width which will disallow large,

stable inhomogeneities in the fluid density — such as those in

stratified, annular, cr other separated flow regimes — to cause

persistent streaming errors. This consideration precludes the use of

a dens- itometer system with a single beam that spans the entire pipe.

Dark current and background radiation are negligible. Dark cur-

rent is the photomultiplier current or pulse output that is present

even when radiation is not entering the detector. This dark current,

as well as any current or spectrum contribution from extraneous radi-

ation sources, must be subtracted from the measured beam intensity

before applying the conversion from beam -intensity to line average

fluid density.

Interactions between beams are negligible. Radiation scattering

can cause interactions between separate beams. Scattering, rather

than simple absorption, is, in some cases, the major mechanism by

which the primary radiation beam is attenuated by material in the beam

path. A significant amount of scattered radiation will occur in the

neighborhood of most useful densitometer beams. And radiation scat-

tered from one beam may enter a different detector and give a sig-

nificant error to that beam reading. This effect is usually neg-

ligible if the collimators in front of the detectors have a reasonable

length-to-width ratio and the beams do not intersect. If such an

interaction is present, it may be resolved through energy analysis

methods. Otherwise, it is practically impossible to correct for it in

the data analysis.

Another type of beam interaction can result if one detector is

used for two or more beams (with energy discrimination to separate the

several contributions) and the detector or amplifier gain or sen-

sitivity depends on the total count rate. However, this type of inte-

raction can usually be corrected by analyses or electronically.

14



Small angle scattering effects are negligible. Radiation scat-

tered from the primary beam with a scattering angle small enough for

the scattered radiation to enter the detector, can bring about two

results. The major result is that the effective value of the constant

B in Equation (14) can be significantly different from the theoretical

value. This effect may be unimportant if the experimental calibration

of the densitometer compensates for this effect. In extreme cases,

however, a smaller but more serious effect, can result: the line

average density will not be a linear function of the logarithm of the

measured beam intensity. This nonlinearity can be measured through

careful experiments, and then accounted for in the data analysis.

Scattering effects can be minimized through the use of long, narrow

collimators.

The radiation source is isotropic. Gamma- and x-ray sources with

only one emission energy are usually isotropic. However, in some

gamma sources with more than one emission energy, such as cobalt 60,

the directions of simultaneously emitted gamma photons of different

energies are correlated. Standard x-ray machines are highly ani-

sotropic. These effects must be accounted for in designing the system

to obtain the desired count rate.

Pulse-counting errors are negligible or have been corrected. In

any photon-counting system, corrections must be made for the system's

"dead time," the time during which the system is busy processing one

pulse and cannot accept another pulse. The analytical correction for

dead time effects is important and, fortunately, well-known. In very

high count-rate applications, such as would be expected in densi-

tometers, another, less trivial, correction must be made. Two or more

photons can be detected almost simultaneously and give rise to a

single amplifier output pulse that appears to represent a single,

higher-energy photon. This pile-up or coincidence phenomenon results

in distortion of the spectrum D, which may cause significant measure-

ment errors. The analytical correction for this effect is complicated

and will not be discussed here.

15



Density changes are slower than the densitoneter response.

Equations (1) through (14) ere for "instantaneous" readings. However,

any real densitometer system either integrates (or sums) data for a

non-zero time interval, or uses electronic filtering which produces a

similar effect. If the density changes significantly during this time

interval, the calculated density will not be the same as the actual

density averaged over the data acquisition time interval. The reason

is that the density calculation involves a nonlinear function, the

logarithm of the measured beam intensity. Little can be done about

this error except to use caution in interpreting transient data, end,

of course, to make the data integration time as short as practicable.

Statistical errors ers negligible. Equations (1) through (14)

represent expected values or ensemble average values of the count

rates. In any reel measurement, the observed count rate may differ

significantly from the expected value because the radiation emission

process is random. The actual number of photons emitted by a gamma

source in any particular time interval will usually be different from

the ensemble average or long time average number, and similar ran-

domness occurs in the detection process. Specifically, if N is the

ensemble average of the number of photons detected in a certain time

interval, the number actually detected during that interval will be

randomly (Poisson) distributed with meen value N a M standard devi-

ation -^F. This "statistical" error is often the major source of un-

certainty in a densitometer system. Its effect can be diminished by

making the detected count rate higher or by making the data averaging

time longer.

If all these i'ssumptions are satisfied, then Equation (14)

applies to each densitometer beam. The constants I and B must be

determined separately for each beam. Their values may be slightly

different from the theoretically predicted values. Later sections of

this report contain discussions of the implications of Equation (14)

and its assumptions with regard to densitometer design and data pro-

cessing.

16



4. MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

Design of a practical densitometer system demands a set of

measurement requirements. These consist of a basic description of the

measurement application and a listing of objectives and the impeding

conditions under which the measurement must be made. Table I is a

list of the minimum information needed.

4.1 Measurement Description

The most important items in the description are the type of

fluid, maximum fluid pressure and temperature, size of the pipe or

vessel, and fluid condition, transient or stationary. In reactor

safety work, the fluids have generally been water, sodium, air-or

argon-water mixture, and some Freons. Pressures at which densities

have been measured have ranged from atmospheric to 150 bar, with cor-

responding saturation temperatures. Pipe or vessel inside diameters

have ranged from 2 to 75 cm, and both stationary and transient mea-

surements have been made.

4.1.1 Fluid Description. Knowledge of the type of fluid being

dealt with in the measurement is essential in the design of a densi-

tometer. A radiation attenuation measurement does not constitute a

density measurement unless the type of fluid, or at least its mass

attenuation coefficient, is known. In some cases this explicit know-

ledge can be replaced by an in-place calibration of the densitometer,

but, of course, this knowledge would not be available during design of

a densitometer.

17



TABLE I

MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION

Fluid

Single or multicomponent, effective atomic number
Pressure and temperature range, saturation or
nonequilibrium conditions

Corrosiveness, purity

Containment Material

Pipe or vessel inside dimensions (fluid-path-length)
Code and any other requirements on containment design
Corrosion resistance required

Measurement Type

Transient, stationary fluid conditions

OBJECTIVES

Full density range
Accuracy, % of reading
Repeatability
Frequency response
Drift and instability

CONDITIONS

Background radiation
Personnel radiation safety
Magnetic field
Environmental temperature, humidity, vibration, microphory
Accessibility
Alignment and source-detector distance
In-place calibration limitations

18



The derivation of Equation (8),

AC) = e " p c / B , (8)

is applicable to e single-component, two-phase mixture such as steam

and liquid water. The result is also applicable (to a good approx-

imation) to an air-water mixture, because the mass attenuation coef-

ficient of air is approximately equal to that of weter (see Figure 3),

and because the small error in this approximation is multiplied by a

small factor — the gas density — so that the approximation has a

very small effect on the overall result.

For other two-component mixtures, however, Equation (8) is not

applicable and the chordal average density o cannot be used.

Instead, a quantity a which indicates what fraction of the beam

path is occupied by one arbitrarily selected component, is used. The

replacement for Equation (8) is

A(E) = Ax (E) A2 (E)

f > i dx - k ]

exp [-k1 p j xj - k2 p2

exp .[-kj Pl Xac - k2 p 2 c ]

exp [ - k 2 P 2 X] exp [ - (k jP j - k.,p2) Xac ]

\ exp [-ke Xac ]

AQ exp [-ac /B] (15)

19



where

Pi and p~ = tne densities of components 1 and 2

k| and kp = the mass attenuation coefficients of

components 1 and 2

Xj and Xp = the lengths of the beam paths through

components 1 and 2

X = Xj + Xj, = the total beam length through the two
component mixture

a = X,/X = the chordal average volume fraction ror

component 1

AQ = e"
k2p2X = a constant

k = (k,p, - L „) = an "effective attenuation coefficient"

describing how the beam attenuation

depends on a , the concentration of

component 1

B = l/(kg X) a constant.

Thus, two-component mixtures can be treated with the same formalism as

single-component, two-phase mixtures, by using the volume fraction or

volumetric concentration a in place of the density p, and by replacing

the mass attenuation coefficient with the quantity k .

As will be seen later in the discussion of design optimization,

values of k or k and thefr depende

important role in densitometer design.
the values of k or k and thefr dependence on photon energy, play an

In single-component, two-phase applications, pressure and tem-

perature measurements, and steam tables or similar data, are often

used to determine the liquid density p f and the gas

20



density p . This procedure usually assumes that the mixture is at

saturation conditions or at thermodynamic equilibrium. The system

designer must know if this assumption is valid.

Impurity of the attenuating fluid may have deleterious effects on

the measurement. One example of such impurity is suspended par-

ticulates that have a significantly higher mass attenuation coef-

ficient than the pure fluid. Problems arise when all-liquid calib-

ration data are taken under no-flow conditions with the particulates

lying along the bottom of the pipe.

Sometimes, the designer is free to choose the fluid-containment

material. When so, the pressure, temperature, and chemical properties

of the fluid must be supplied as part of the fluid description, so the

designer can select a compatible material.

4.1.2 Containment Material. As implied above, the designer can

sometimes improve densitometer performance significantly if he is free

to specify the containment material. In this case, the designer must

know the required dimensions of the fluid container and the various

code and safety requirements applicable to the fluid container, as

well as the fluid properties previously mentioned.

If the designer cannot choose the fluid containment, he must at

least know the container materials and dimensions. These are im-

portant parameters in densitometer system design, as will be seen

below.

4.1.3 Measurement Type. The designer should know whether the

fluid conditions are steady state or transient, so that measurements

may be acquired when convenient or at specified times without oppor-

tunity for repetition. Fluid condition is a basic design consid-

eration, and it has some bearing on the frequency response require-

ments to be discussed below.

21



4.2 Measurement Objectives

These objectives define the quality and difficulty of the mea-

surement. Characteristic are the range, accuracy, repeatibility or

precision, frequency response, and the lack of drift or instability of

the measurement.

The density range has been traditionally specified as the full

span from cold liquid to hot vapor. However, as both measurement

engineers and analysts have learned and demanded more, the practice of

specifying a more limited range with better accuracy has arisen.

Thus, for example, a density ranae of interest in a simulated

reactor core might be specified as 0-20 kg/m w'th a desired uncer-

tainty of no larger than 1% of this range. Not too many years ago a

common range specification was 0 to 1000 kg/m with an uncertainty

of 1% of full scale. The range has changed from 0-100% of au

all-liquid condition to 0-2%, and the allowed limit on uncertainty

from +10 kg/m3 to +0.2 kg/m3.

In response to the increased emphasis on accuracy, the mea-

surement engineer seeks to reduce the freauency response specification

to the siowest-needed value, because response, uncertainty, end photon

count rate are all related.

In some instances the reduction can be significant. For example,

in blowdown experiments, density varies somewhat as an exponential,

and when the basic shape is known, frequency response requirements can

be relaxed significantly. In particular, investigations of some blow-

down data show that little change in the recorded time dependence of

the count rate is derived by changing the response from 20 to 200 ms,

but such a change helps in a different way by reducing the statistical

uncertainty in the count rate by a factor of three. In specifying

frequency response requirements, consider that while local variations

of density may occur rapidly at different points along the beam path,

the measurement response is of the integral over the whole

22



f luid-path length, and thus changes in..drently slower than any local

vari etion.

The duration of the f l u i d transient affects c r i f t or s tab i l i t y

requirements. A twenty-second, experimental transient does not place

signif icant demands on a system's required s tab i l i t y , whereas

basically-steady testing over an eight- or ten-hour day does. Thus,

recent emphasis on long-term transients, together with increased

accuracy and reduced frequency response requirements, have influenced

the designer to specify high s t a b i l i t y , high accuracy, medium speed

equipment.

4.3 Measurement Conditions.

The various conditions l is ted in Table I identi fy the common

problems affecting densitometer measurements. The problem of back-

gound radiation has been addressed in recent densitometer appl i -

cations: d i rect , nuclear reactor core radiation in one case and

Nitrogen-16 and neutron problems in another case. The neutron

problems were considered serious enough to preclude use of a germanium

detector due to i ts high suscept ib i l i ty to activation problems.

Solutions involved use of background subtraction in the less severe

instance and beam chopping and phase sensitive detection in the more

d i f f i c u l t case.

In electr ical heater rod simulated reactor core applications, the

problem is the presence of large, time-dependent magnetic f ie lds .

These magnetic f ie lds can cause particular problems with detectors

using photomultiplier tubes by changing tube gain by as much as e

factor of two, even with reasonable amounts of magnetic shielding in

place.

More commonly encountered problems include high humidity, high

temperature, pump vibration and inaccessibi l i ty. Particular problems

occur with detectors sensitive to microphonics- In a complex piping

system, providing acceptable reference conditions ;s frequently
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d i f f i c u l t or impossible . Fcr example, obtaining or even verifying a

known density condition in a closed system may not be possible. This

is part icular ly true for a radiation beam aimed through the bottom of

a horizontal pipe where l iqu id tends to remain in spite of efforts to

remove i t . Source-detector alignment problems are also common wr.en

the monitored piece of equipment is so large as to preclude use of a

single mounting bracket for both components.

Summarizing, the measurement requirement? constitute a body of

diverse information which describes, specifies, and constrains the

measurement. Those aspects of the measurement which remain undefined

after the measurement requirements have been stated constitute tne

designer's degrees of freedom, and are called here design parameters.

5. DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION

The designer is usually free to choose the energy and intensity

or the radiation source, the type of detector, the collimator

materials and geometry, the signal processing electronics, and the

number and positions of the beams. In some cases, he can also choose

the material or geometry of the f l u i d container.

5.1 Stat is t ica l Error Equation

To make the various design decisions, the major sources of uncer-

tainty in a chordal-average-density measurement must be known. In

most systems with l imited data acquisition time, the primary source of

uncertainty is the andomness of the radiation emission and detection

process.

The I in Equation (14) represents the count rate of detector

output pulses in the energy range of interest - - as opposed to some

other beam intensity measurement such as the smoothed ( f i l te red)

detector output current. I f these pulses are counted for a time

interval of length t , then the mean number of counts measured in a

counting interval w i l l be I t , and the root mean square magnitude of
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the random variation (or the standard deviation) in the number of

counts measured wi l l be

A ( I t ) = yJTt . (16)

This s ta t is t i ca l f luctuation arises from the random nature of the

radiation emission and detection processes.

This randomness in the count rete w i l l give r ise to a random

tuation in the calculated

nitude of this f luctuation is

f luctuation in the calculated chorda! aver-ie density p . The mag-

AI . (17)

Using Equation (14), this becomes

APC = B^J (18)

which can be rewritten as

Apc
pc

Apc
p r

B
pc

kxi

A(It)
I t

1

kxp. \flt
(19)

This is the s ta t is t ica l error equation. I t describes the s ta t i s t i ca l

error contribution for current mode systems as well as pulse counting

systems, even i f the pulse count rate is not d i rect ly measured. In

current mode systems, the error appears as random noise in the mea-

sured current. The value of t for these systems depends on the elec-

tronic f i l t e r i n g . For a single pole f i l t e r , t is twice the f i l t e r

time constant (see Reference d^.



Equation (19) does not represent the total measurement error; it

represents only the major component of error. Even so, it is still a

good system optimization criterion, because it is desirable to make

all errors (including this statistical error) as small as possible.

5.2 Source Energy

The choice of source energy affects Ap /p through both the

containment material and fluid mass attenuation coefficients k (E)

and k(E) in Equation (19). To study this effect, let f denote the

fractional error Ap /p and expand I to show its dependence on

k(E). Then Equation (19) becomes

p c kx/2
f = —^ — . (20)

p k x -̂ fl t

To determine km, the value of k that minimizes the fractional error

f, the following is used:

0 = |£ evaluated at k = kffl

fif=~ ' (21)

which yields

pckmx = 2 . (22)

To show that this c r i t i ca l -po in t condition defines a set of

relat ive minimum values on the surface f is straightforward.

For single-beam measurements, that is , where the fluid-path length is

specified,
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km - 2/(pcx) .

and the smallest fract ional error results when the photon energy E is

chosen to make k(E) sat isfy this re lat ion. The quantity, l / (p k) ,

is simply the mean free path (average distance traveled without col-

l i s i on ) of the radiation through the f l u i d , so the product p kx is

the number of mean free path lengths of the beam through the f l u i d .

As Equation (22) indicates, the optimum condition is to have the

fluid-path length equal to two meen-free-peth lengths.

As noted above, the existence of this optimum condition means

that at some particular photon energy E there is a minimum value in

the fract ional uncertainty of the chordal-average-density mea-

surement. The magnitude of th is minimum uncertainty can be found by

using Equation (22) in Equation (19) to obtain

f ' — ~ - (23)
m /

Equation (20) reveals that the function f cannot be simi lar ly mini-

mized with respect to the containment material attenuation coef-

f i c i en t . The value of the minimum uncertainty, indeed, depends on the

value of that coeff ic ient , but increases exponentially with i t .

Figure 4 is a plot of the s ta t is t i ca l error function, Equation (19),

for a typ ica l , single-beam, measurement application. The s ta t is t ica l

error is plotted as a function of photon energy and chordel-average

density for a constant f lu id-path length. Parameter values for the

calculation are given in Table I I . The traces have been cropped at an

error of 60%. As shown in the f igure, at a given photon energy, a

density exists at which the error in i t s measurement is minimal.

Further, the error is minimal for small densities at low energies, and

also for large densities at higher energies. Figure 5 is a trace of

the minimum error path on the energy-density plane. The points along

the curve in th is figure l i e d i rect ly under the lowest part of the

error function surface. The curve is Equation (22). Jt shows, for

example, that for a 7.62 cm (3 i n . ) f luid-path length, the
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Fig. 4 Stat is t ical error function for single-beam measurement.

optimum photon energies range from about 5 to 40 keV, depending on the

density of interest.

So, for single-beam measuremer.ts the procedure for choosing the

optimum source energy is to produce a curve l i ks Figure 5 using

Equation (22) and a graph l ike Figure 3 or similar tabulated data.

Knowledge of the density range of interest leads to selection of a

0.92
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photon energy range and finally to a source that emits photons in this

region. An example of the implementation of this procedure is in-

cluded in the discussion of radiation sources, Section 9.

TABLE II

SINGLE BEAM DENSITOMETER DESIGN CALCULATION VALUES
SEMISCALE REACTOR VESSEL APPLICATION

Fluid - Water

Containment Material - Beryllium

Counting Time - 160 ms

Source Strength - 0.3 Curies

Collimator Area - 0.127 cm by 2.54 era

Source - Detector Distance - 20.32 cm

Detector Efficiency - 100%

Fluid-Path-Length - 7.62 cm

Beryllium Path Length - 1.016 cm

Beryllium Density - 1.84 gm/cm^

Mass Attenuation Coefficients - References

The possib i l i ty exists that no available source emits photons

with the desired energy value, or that the desired energy w i l l be

incon- sistent with available detectors. However, even in these cases

the optimization procedure s t i l l indicates the proper goals and te l l s

which of the available options are advantageous.

5.3 Beam Positions

In the past, the number of baams and their positions in a given

densitometer were usually determined in a rather subjective manner,

involving art and intu i t ion more than objective c r i te r ia and def ini te
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a lgor i thms. Usually the "optimum" beam posi t ions were determined

according t o what density p ro f i les were expected and what p r o f i l e

informat ion or average density informat ion was desired. This prac-

t i ca l approach is discussed fu r t he r i n Sect ion 7 on i n t e r p r e t i n g mul t -

i beam data. Here, the minimum s t a t i s t i c a l error concept i s used to

address the beam pos i t ion ing problem more f o r m a l l y .

40

35
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Conditions
Fluid path length - 7.62 cm
Fluid - water

I
200 400 600

Chordal average density, Pc (kg/m3)
800 1000
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Fig. 5 Minimum chordal average density error trace on the energy-
density pi ane.

In Equation (20) the f lu id-path length, x, has a role identical

to that of the chordal-aver age density, p , and the f l u i d mass

attenuation coefficient, k. That i s , the f rac t i onal error, f , can be

minimized with respect to the f luid-path length in exactly the same
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way, and with exactly the same result, as was done for the fluid mass

attenuation coefficient, k. Thus, Equations (21) through (24) remain

the same, even though the starting point was

9f
3x = 0 .

In Equation (22), then, x can be considered a variable. The sig-

nificance of this is that the position of a beam defined, for example,

by an angle 9, determines the magnitude of the fluid-path length. So,

in exactly the same way that an optimum energy, E, exists, an optimum

beam position, 6, exists. And the values of E, e, and p must be

such as to satisfy Equation (22). Unlike the complex relation between

photon energy and the fluid mass attenuation coefficient, tre relation

between beam position, e, and fluid-path length, x is relatively

simple. Any of several geometries may be used. Figure 6 shows one

example, and Equation (2^) defines the relation.

Point />
source

Detector

Detector shield and
collimatir.g hole

Pipe

INEL-A-4211

Fig. 6 Densitometer source, pipe detector geometry.
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x(e) = (D .2- (D Q+ D I
 2sin 2e) (24]

-1Inspection shows that as 9 ranges from -e to +6 = sin" (D./D +D )

the fluid-path-length varies from 0 to D- and back to 0.

Referring to Equation (22), for a given density range of in-

terest, as 6 increases from 0 the fluid-path-length x decreases, and

thus the photon energy, E, should decrease to give an increased atten-

uation coefficient. Consequently, the highest energy beam should be

along a diameter, and as the chordal paths shorten, the photon energy

should also decrease.

Figure 7 shows the results of further calculations obtained by

use of Equation (20) and with consideration of a variable path

1000-,

60
30

Photon energy, E (keV)

INEL-A-12 565

Fig. 7 Statistical error function, multiple beam application.
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length. Here the statistical error is plotted as a function of path

length and photon energy for a given void fraction, a, or related

density. The significance of the path length or beam position and

photon energy variables in determining the statistical error in the

measurement, is clear.

If no special or overriding practical requirements arise con-

cerning beam position, the optimization procedure is to generate a

curve of 0 vs E for each of several densities of interest, using

Equation (22). Selection of a particular radionuclide, and thus

photon energy, defines the optimum beam angle from the curves. This

procedure gives most efficient use of the available photons. If the

measurement error is still too large, more photons can be used, as

discussed next.

5.4 Beam Intensity and Averaging Time

Both averaging time and beam intensity can increase the number of

photons counted, and thus decrease the statistical error. However,

the time interval over which pulses are counted in a pulse counting

mode, or the effective averaging time of an electronic filter in a

current mode system, limits the frequency response of the measurement.

Clearly the averaging time should be small enough to meet the fre-

quency response requirement listed in the measurement objectives.

Therefore, the optimum averaging time is just small enough to satisfy

the frequency response requirements, and the error cannot be reduced

further by adjustment of this parameter.

However, Equations (19), (20), and (23) show that the measurement

error decreases as the beam intensity increases. Therefore, thu beam

intensity can be increased until an acceptably low measurement un-

certainty is attained or until some practical limitation on further

beam-in tensity increase is encountered.
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One method for increasing the beam intensity is to increase the

source strength. The practical l imitat ions here are cost, handing

safety, and size and weight of the shielding materials. In smill

size, low energy sources, photon absorption in the source material

i t se l f , frequently l imits the strength.

I f the containment properties are not already specified, the beam

intensity can be increased by making the containment more transparent

to the gamma- or x-radiation of the densitometer beams. The practical

l imitations here are the previously mentioned requirements for

strength, corrosion resistance, etc.

The radiation detector should be as ef f ic ient as possible at the

selected photon energy to maximize the measured-beam intensity. Con-

straints on detector selection are included in the discussion of det-

ectors in Section 10.

A f ina l method of increasing the measured-beam intensity is to

increase the solid angle subtended by the detector aperture, which can

be done by increasing the detector aperture size md by decreasing the

source-to-detector distance. One obvious l imitat ion on decreasing the

source-to-detector distance is the size of the f l u id container.

Pulse-counting systems are usually limited in the pulse ra t j the

system can handle before counting losses become intolerable, that is ,

before dead-time corrections become too inaccurate. This pulse-rate

l imi t constitutes a signif icant l imitat ion on beam intensity, par-

t icu lar ly ivhen photon energy resolution is important and when more

than one beam is directed to a single detector. This problem is cur-

rently being addressed and has already been resolved in large measure

for Nal type detectors where resolution degradation at high energy has

been minimized at rates of up to 10 counts/s. In low energy spec-

troscopy systems, energy resolution, not count rate, has been of

interest. But, with the impetus from densitometer applications,
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equipment manufacturers are taking up the count-rate problem. Present

status at the INEL is reasonably good resolution and small dead time

obtained at 0.5x10 counts/s in liquid nitrogen cooled germanium and

silicon systems. Considerable room exists for improvement.

Other limitations on increasing beam intensity involve collimator

design. At the present state of the art, collimator design criteria

are generally not well defined in a quantitative sense. However, some

qualitative criteria do exist which should be noted. The following

comments refer to Ficjure 8.

The collimator aoerture width or cross sectional area should be

small enough so that streaming effects are not important. Making the

aperture diameter small compared to the pipe diameter (not larger than

one tenth, perhaps) seems to be a reasonable guideline.

The length and attenuation in the collimator should be great

enough that only a negligible amount of radiation is transmitted

through the collimator material parallel to the intended radiation

path through the aperture.

The length-to-diameter ratio of the collimator aperture deter-

mines the acceptance angle, the angular region from which radiation

can be detected. The acceptance angle should be small, to limit the

amount of scattered radiation entering the detector. In particular,

it should be small enough to preclude detection of photoms from major

scattering regions, such as the place where a different beam enters

the pipe.
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6. SINGLE-BEAM CALIBRATIONS, CORRECTIONS, AND UNCERTAINTIES

Having considered theory, measurement requirements, and design

and optimization, we turn now to the practical problems of making

single-beam measurements, that is, getting good data through the appl-

ication of part icular cal ibration techniques, proper corrections, and

uncertainty evaluations.

Before a chordal-average-density value can be calculated from a

measured beam intensity value, values for the constants I and B in

Equation (14), must be known:

Pc = Bin ( I / I Q ) . (14)

Corrections to the measured beam intensity values often are necessary

to correct for violations of the assumptions listed in Section 3 after

Equation (14). Finally, in order to interpret the calculated density

values, various sources of measurement uncertainty and their effect on

the final calculated value must be known.

6.1 Calibration

In principle, values for the constants B and I of

Equation (14) can be calculated exactly. However, such precise cal-

culations are difficult and time consuming, and the various small

violations of the assumptions that might be expected in a practical

densitometer system are hard to account for. Determining values for B

and I through an empirical calibration is usually much simpler.

6.1.1 Calibration Equation. Calibration of each densitometer

beam is usually quite simple. Beam intensity readings Ii and ̂

are recorded with known density values 1 and o* respectively.

These two data points in Equation (14) give
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Pj = -B In (II/IQ) (25a)

and

P2 = -8 In (I2/Io)- (25b)

These two equations can be solved for the two unknowns, the cal-

ibration constants B and I to give

and

In ( I 7 ) - Oo l n H i ) Pi/B P^/B

- P
I = exp - i - ^ ^ - i - = L e r = I? e ' . (27)
O y Di " Do 1 2

The values for 8 and IQ obtained from Equations (26) and (27) can

then be used in Rquation (14) for chordal-average-density calculations.

There is a rather different-looking but formally equivalent

version of Equation (14) which is frequently seen in reports and used

in practical applications. I t is obtained by lett ing the two c a l i -

bration points be the a l l l iquid (p f and I f ) and a l l gas (p and

I ) points. With these data points Equation (14) can be manfpulated

to give

f - Pg= [-B l n ( I f / I 0 ) ] - [-B in (

^ (Ig/Ic) - In ( I f / I0 ) ] .

When the same is done for the expression p^ -p and the rat io

taken, one obtains
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Pf - pc In

Pf - Pg ^ 0 ^ ) '

and finally

In
cc = pf " (pf " Pg) In (Ig/Ifr

 (28>

This form has the advantage of explicitly displaying the dependence on

the calibration data, which is sometimes useful in uncertainty

analysis.

6.1.2 Liquid Level and Fluid Density Techniques. One of the

easiest ways to check expected count rates corresponding to a given

chordal-average density is to measure count rates for various water

heights instead of varying the density directly. It makes no dif-

ference whether the path length or density variable changes in the

equation

I » Io e "
 k p c x . (29)

An example of this liquid level type of calibration is illus-

trated by Figures 9 and 10. This calibration procedure is difficult

to implement for beam 3 of Figure 9, because the beam is almost hor-

izontal. To do the calibration, the densitometer was rotated to make

beam 3 vertical, so that its position was as indicated in Figure 10.

In this rotation procedure, all geometrical parameters, such as pipe

wall thickness and source to detect or distance, must be kept con-

stant. The results of this calibration for beam 3 are shown in

Figure 11, which will be referred to later.

Another technique that can be used to relate a measured count

rate as a function of chordal-average density is to take pipe empty

and pipe full, calibration points, and then take intermediate cali-

bration points with the liquid at elevated temperature, and hence

different densities.
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Fig. 9 Three-beam densitometer geometry.

Of course, any of these cal ibrat ion techniques require the use of

reference instrumentation to define thickness, water height, water

temperature, and water pressure.
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Fig. 10 Laboratory calibration geometry.
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Fig. 11 Theoretical and measured calibration curves.
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6.2 Beam Iritensity Corrections

Because some of the assumptions following Equation (14) may be

violated in a practical densitometer system, various corrections to

the measured beam intensity value are necessary for those systems.

The following describes all the common, significant corrections to the

measured beam intensity value.

6.2.1 Dead-Time Corrections. Dead-time corrections are appl-

icable only in pulse-counting systems, not in current-mode systems.

Dead-time losses are losses in the count rate. Dead time occurs in

any component in the detection, signal conditioning, data acquisition

chain that is not able to respond to each input pulse. A finite time

is required for an electronic circuit to recover from the processing

of the previous pulse. When the recovery time is greater than the

time between input pulses, dead-time losses occur.

There are two approaches to solve dead-time problems (see

Reference 4 ) . In one type the dead-time is prolonged by a pulse

occurring in the time window of the preceding pulse. For such a

system, the dead time correction to the count rate is

-N. tR
N = NQ e ° K , (30)

where

N = recorded count rate

N = true count rate

to = dead-time interval per pulse.

In the constant dead-time circuit, each dead-time interval has a

certain pre-selected length, independent of the occurance of a pulse

during the dead-time interval. In such a system, the dead-time cor-

rection is given by
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In some systems, the dead-time t . accumulated during the total

pulse counting time T is measured. In this case, the correction can

be given as

N = No j-?- . (32)

Usually, dead-time corrections should be applied before other

beam intensity corrections.

6.2.2 Background Subtraction. I f , in addition to the source

f i e l d , the measurement is made in the presence of a background rad-

iation f i e l d , then the background data must be subtracted from the

gross data. The effect of combining background and photopeak or un-

coll ided flux counts in spectral data is shown in Figure 12. Only the

signal counts are related to the chorda!-average density. I f spectral

data l ike that in Figure 12 are available, the background subtraction

can be done by extrapolating the higher energy portion of the spectrum

into the photopeak region, and simply subtracting the extrapolated

background spectrum from the total spectrum.

A method of background subtraction that is applicable to both

current-mode and pulse-mode systems uses a shim, a removable radiation

beam attenuator with a precisely known attenuation factor A .

Beam-intensity measurements are taken with the shim inserted into the

beam (U) and with the shim withdrawn from the beam ( Io) . The

measured-beam intensit ies, including the background intensity Iu, are

- o-/B
Ix - IQ e As + Ib (33)
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and

- P C/B

These two equations can be solved for I. , giving

I, = IQ e + Ib . (34)

A.
s

Background intensity, I. , represents dark current as well as back-

ground radiation.

6.2.3 Scattering Corrections. When a radiation beam penetrates

an absorbing medium, some of the beam is absorbed; some of the beam

penetrates the medium without any interactions; and some of the beam

is scattered. At a given incident energy, the amount of scattering is

highly dependent on the density and thickness of the attenuating

medium, an increased thickness causing increased scattering. When

multiple scattering occurs, a photon can not only be scattered out of

the primary beam but also back into it. Under such a circumstance the

count rate at the detector will be in error by the amount of scattered

radiation received. This occurrence can be seen in Figure 11. In the

figure, greater deviation from the theoretical value occurs at lower

count rates. This is due to the fact that at lower count rates, the

beam has to penetrate more water, and more scattering results. Accu-

rate count rate versus water height data (such as that in Figure 11)

used as a calibration curve provides a scattering correction.

Another way to identify and correct for scattering is to examine

the symmetry of the photopeak. A photopeak may be skewed toward lower

energies because slightly scattered photons are detected. Figure 12
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shows such a skewed photopeak. The correction' involves determining

the area under a symmetric photopeak which is based on the peak shape

at energies above the peak channel. The difference between this area

and the area under the skewed, actual peak is the scattered photo

contribution. Background must be subtracted before this scattering

correction is completed.

6.2.4 Coincidence Correction. When a detector absorbs two

photons occurring with very little time separation, the amplifier will

output a single pulse that will be interpreted as a single, high

energy photon. The general effect of these coincidence or pileup

events is to decrease the spectrum magnitude at low energies and in-

crease it at high energies. The effect is greater for high count

rates than for low ones. For a system in which the pulse rise time

(zero amplitude to pea.' detect time) is about 125 ns, this effect can

introduce a 5% spectrum amplitude error at the maximum predicted count

rate of 10 pulses per se:ond, as shown in Figure 13. The cor-

rection for this effect is too lengthy to discuss here.
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Fig. 13 Coincidence effect.
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6.3 Uncertainties

There are six direct contributors to the uncertainty in a

chordal-average-density determination that uses radiation-attenuation

techniques:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

statistics
detector

electronics

dead time

background subtraction

calibration.

6.3.1 S ta t i s t i ca l , Detector, and Electronic Errors. The stat-

is t ica l uncertainty contribution has already been described in the

discussion on optimizing densitometer-design parameters. See

Equations (16) through (23) . In most fast densitcmeter systems, i t

is the dominant source of uncertainty.

However, i f a detector i tse l f is temperature sensitive, the tem-

perature-dependent gain shi f t can cause errors in both pulse-mode and

current-mode systems. In pulse-mode systems, this effect can some-

times be offset for by checking the peak positions in the recorded

spectra and re-scaling appropriately. In both pulse-mode and

current-mode systems, i f the magnitude of the temperature sensi t iv i ty

is known, a simple detector temperature measurement allows correction

for temperature-related gain shi f ts .

Sometimes the gain or sensi t iv i ty of the detector-amplifier com-

bination is dependent on the total count rate. With pulse-mode

systems, i t may be possible to correct for this effect by checking for

peak positions and re-scaling, as with temperature-induced gain

sh i f ts . In both pulse-mode and current-mode systems, the total count

rate (or the total current) signal can be used to adjust the amplifier

gain so that the overall system sensit iv i ty remains constant, inde-

pendent of the count rate.
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Apart from the count-rate dependence of gain, the usual elec-

tronic errors in gamma densitometer systems are baseline, gain drift,

and digitizing errors. The system engineer should be aware of the

possibility of these errors, but they should be insignificant, unless

there is a gross malfunction or operator blunder,

6.3.2 Dead Time, Background Subtraction, and Calibration. If a

dead-time correction is not applied to the measured-count rate, very

large, non-linear errors can result. The magnitude of the error

depends closely on the particular systems and on the count rate.

Applying a dead-time correction does not introduce any new e,ror

unless there is an error in measuring the dead-time interval per pulse

or the accumulated dead-time. Note that the uncertainty in the

beam-intensity measurement depends on the number of pulses actually

counted, not on the dead-time corrected number. The basic relation-

ship is

A(It) = Jit (36)

where I t is the number of pulses counted (before any dead-time cor-

rection) in the total counting time t (which includes whatever

dead-time may have occurred). More precisely, i f N pulses are

counted, \ N is the uncertainty (the standard deviation) in that

number, for almost any kind of practical photon counting measurement.

I f the corrected beam intensity I c is obtained by applying a

dead-time correction as described by any of Equations (30) through

(32), the uncertainty in I c is

Al = Ir ^J- = I/Vlt. (37)
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If a background contribution 1^ with uncertainty-JTZ is sub-

tracted from a measured beam intensity I with uncertainty^!, the

uncertainty in the corrected beam intensity is

(33)

This equation is a simple application of the usual

root-sum-square combination of independent, random errors.

In a calibration using all-liquid and all-gas conditions, all

four of the quantities Of, p , If, and I_ may contain some

uncertainty. The values of ar and c_ usually come from tem-

perature and pressure measurements, which usually contain some un-

certainty. And the 1^ and I measurements are subject to the same

uncertainty contributions as any other beam-in tensity measurement,

except that the measurement averaging time can usually be made long

enough so that the statistical uncertainty contribution is neg-

ligible. The magnitude of an uncertainty depends on the details of

the particular system; it is often significant and should not be

ignored.

6.3.3 Uncertainty Progaqation. All of the various uncertainty

sources discussed, and perhaps some that were not mentioned, con-

tribute to the uncertainty of the calculated chordal-average-density

value p . In this and most other practical studies of uncertainty

propagation, a useful approximation is

r/2i/ (39)

where F is a function of N Z's and each ',.:. is an independent

variable with uncertainty AZ i #

This approximation can be applied to Equation (28), treating P

as F and treating Pf, D If, I and I as the five Z ^ The
resulting equation is rather long, but still useful:
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In many applications, some of these terms can be neglected and

reasonable estimates of Ac become quite easy.

7. FEW-BEAM DENSITOMETER DATA INTERPRETATION

In most densito'neter applications, the minimum information

desired is the value of the fluid density averaged over the fluid-flow

area. In many applications, the density profile, or the local density

at every point in the flow area, is also desired. A densitometer with

only a few beams does not by itself give even the average density

value. To obtain the average density or the density profile, addi-

tional information or assumptions must be applied to interpret the

densitometer data.

A single-beam reading from a radiation attenuation densitometer

indicates how much fluid mass is in the beam path; it does not in-

dicate how the mass is distributed along the path. For example, the

mass might be uniformly distributed along the path, or it might all be

concentrated at one end. Furthermore, the readings from the several

beams of a few-beam densitometer do not give any information about the

local fluid density at points between the beams. Because of these

unknowns, neither the average density nor the density profile can be

determined from the densitometor readings alone. However, if these

readings are used in conjunction with other knowledge or assumptions

about the general characteristics of fluid density profiles, both
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average density values and approximate density profiles can be est-

imated with considerable confidence.

7.1 Average Density

The simplest average-density estimate is obtained by simply ave-

raging the line-average-density values obtained from the several

beams. In some cases, this procedure can be justified by the as-

sumption that the density profile is flat or homogeneous (the local

density is the same at every point in the flow area). A slight

decrease in the uncertainty of the calculated average-density value

can be obtained by using a weighted average of the several-beam

readings, with the weighting coefficient for each beam inversely pro-

portional to the square of the uncertainty in the line-average

density-value for that beam.

In many cases, the homogeneous profile assumption is not just-

ified or is contradicted by large differences in the readings for the

several beams. Intuition suggests several simple techniques for cal-

ct. 1 sting an average-density value in these cases. The first is to

calculate the average fluid density for the region actually occupied

\>y the several densitometer beams — which in principle can be done

with no error -- and to assume that the average fluid density in this

becin-occupied region is at least approximately the same as the desired

average of the fluid density over the entire flow area. With this

assumption, the average density is a weighted average of the several

be6m readings, with each weighting coefficient proportional to the

fluid volume occupied by that beam. If the beams are.all of the same

width, this technique reduces to a beam-length weighted average, with

each weighting coefficient proportional to the length of the beam path

through the fluid.

Another technique, suitable for use when the homogeneous profile

assumption is not justified, is to treat each point in the flow area

as being represented by the densitometer beam closest to that point.

The weighting coefficient for each beam is equal to the fraction of

the fluid flow area represented by that beam.
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Other weighted average calculations use information or assump-

tions about the general nature of the density profile in a simple,

intuitive way. For example, if the profile is expected to be stra-

tified, the weighting coefficients might be made proportional to the

vertical distance spanned by each beam.

These various weighted average techniques generally cannot, be

formally proved to have any particular degree of accuracy, although

some assumptions about smoothness of the density profiles can be used

to construct rather convincing informal arguments for the validity of

the techniques. A more convincing procedure is to construct a large

number of hypothetical density profiles, apply the beam length

weighted average technique (for example) to calculate the average

density for each profile, and compare the calculated average densities

with the actual average densities. The results of such a demon-

stration are discussed below.

A much more complicated technique of determining the average

density is to integrate the density profile over the flow area. Tech-

niques for finding the profile are discussed in the next section.

7.2 Density Profile

To make even a reasonable guess at all the details of a density

profile is impossible, even with a large number of beams in a densi-

tometer. However, for some purposes, the fine details of the density

profile are not needed. A good example of this is seen in an impor-

tant application for calculated density profiles. As noted in the

introduction, density profiles can be used in conjunction with

velocity profiles to calculate mass flow rates, using

m = / / p ( x , y ) V (x,y) d x dy (41)

flow
area
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where

m = the mass flow rate,

p = the density,

V = the velocity, and

x and y = coordinates in the flow area.

In most cases, neither p nor V is constant over the flow area, so

it is not acceptable to use the average density in place of o(x.y) in

the integral. However, since the velocity profiles used in these

applications have no fine detail, it is pointless for the density

profile to have fine detail. Nearly the same value of m results from

a density profile in which the detail has been smoothed out with only

the dominant features of the profile preserved. This simplified type

of density profile can often be obtained with a reasonable degree of

confidence using data from rather simple densitometers.

7.2.1 Model Fitting Technique. The densitometer data by itself

does not uniquely determine the density profile. However, it is easy

to determine whether the densitometer data is consistent with some

tentatively assumed density profile. In many applications, a prac-

tical approach is to tentatively assume some profile with one or sev-

eral adjustable parameters, optimize the parameters to achieve the

best agreement with the densitometer data, and then determine whether

the optimally adjusted tentative profile is consistent with the densi-

tometer readings. This forms the basis for the following "model

fitting" procedure for density profile determination:

1. Select a set of tentative density profiles, or models.

2. Order the models according to their plausibility or

likelihood of occurrence.

3. For a given set of densitometer readings, try each model in

turn until one of the models gives a good fit to the data.
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Use this mode] as the calculated density profile. (The

phrases "good fit" and "acceptable fit" have specific

meanings in this discussion, as will be discussed below.)

4. If none of the models gives a good fit, check to determine

whether the best-fitting model gives an acceptable fit. If

so, use this best-fitting model as the calculated density

profile.

5. If the best-fitting model does not give an acceptable fit,

use some altei native to the model-fitting procedure for

density profiV determination.

The models selected for use in this procedure should be physi-

cally plausible; either there should be known mechanisms that can

create the density profiler described by the models, or these profiles

should be observable in flow conditions similar to those of the in-

tended densitometer application. The models should also be mathemat-

ically tractable. As. a bare minimum, the model should be capable of

predicting a value for the line average density reading for each den-

sitometer beam. If the model has adjustable parameters, there must be

an algorithm (usually a procedure that can be programmed on a com-

puter) for optimizing the values of the parameter. For a least

squares fitting procedure like the one to be discussed shortly, the

predicted line average density for each densitometer beam should be

expressed as a differentiable function of the adjustable parameters.

Generally, the number of adjustable parameters in a model cannot be

greater than the number of beams in the densitometer. However, some-

times there are applications in which this restriction is apparently

violated because information is available from another source. For

example, temperature and pressure measurements can be used to deter-

mine the densities of the liquid and gas phases, which are often use-

ful variables in a density profile model. This limitation on the

number of adjustable parameters in the model is what limits the com-

plexity and detail of the density profile described by the model. To

describe every bubble and ripple in the two-phase fluid
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would require a very large number of parameters. Practical models

smooth over the unimportant local density fluctuations and retain only

the essential characteristics of the density profile of interest.

Thus, an annular profile might be represented as a uniformly thick

layer of liquid next to the pipe wall and a core region of constant,

low density inside the liquid annulus. Ripples on the liquid surface,

bubbles entrained in the liquid, and local density fluctuations in the

core mist would be effectively smoothed out and ignored in the ideal-

ized annu]ar profiles described by the model.

The decisions on the plausibility and ordering of the several

models can be very difficult because the density profiles depend on

various details of the particular application, such as upstream geo-

metry and flow velocity. In some applications it may be appropriate

to re-evaluate the models after some experience in using them. These

decisions may be made a little easier by using the appropriate, pub-

lished flow regime maps (see Reference 7 ) . The "flow regimes" are

descriptions of the general characteristics of the flow, including the

time dependence for fluctuating flow regimes. When studying flow

regimes for purposes of densitometer data interpretation, one must

first decide whether the interest is in "instantaneous" density

profiles or long time averaged density profiles. Instantaneous

profile studies imply that the response of the densitometer system is

sufficiently fast to allow the fluctuating flow regimes to be

indicated as a sequence of two or more distinct types of density

profile. Slug flow, for example, alternates between a homogeneous,

all liquid profile and an annular profile with a low density mist in

the core region. In the long time average applications, esch of the

several beam readings is filtered or averaged over a time interval

significantly longer than the cycle length of the fluctuations in tne

flow regimes. In this application the realistic density profiles are

obtained by averaging the instantaneous density profiles included in

the fluctuating flow regime. For example, the average density profile

represented by slug flow is like annular in that the density is a

function of the radial coordinate only. However, the density in the

center of the pipe is roughly midway between the liquid and gas
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densities instead of being close to the gas density as it is in simple

annular flow, and the transition from the moderate density in the core

to the high density at the pipe wall is more gradual than in simple

annular flow.

The decision on the plausibilities of the models obviously

affects the outcome of the profile calculation procedure, because it

determines which models will be tried and in what order. The plaus-

ibility of the models also determines the degree of confidence in the

calculated density profile, as will be mentioned later.

Least-squares fitting is one reasonable procedure for both' opti-

mizing the values of the parameters and for obtaining a quantitative

indication of the degree of agreement between the optimized model and

the densitometer data. The general procedure is as follows:

1. Write an expression for the sum of squares of the dif-

ferences between the measured line-average density p̂  and

the corresponding model-predicted line-average density 0^

S(Pp P 2 , . . . ) = £. [$i ( p r P 2 ' " - ) " P J 2 ' ^

where

P,, P?...PM = the model's adjustable parameters

p. = the measured line-average density for the
ith beam

p. = the model-predicted, line-average density
for the ith beam, written as an expl ic i t
function of the P's

N = the number of beams

2. Adjust the values of the parameters to minimize S. This is

done by solving the M simultaneous equation for Q,,
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0 =
. as(P l t P 2 . . . P M )

3 P j
, j = 1 , 2 , . . . M , (43)

P = Q

where

Qj = the value of Pj that minimizes S

M = the number of adjustable parameters in the
model.

(This step is skipped i f the model has no adjustable pa-

rameters.)

3. Use the residual root-mean-square (rms) difference,

v=y]S (0 i 5 Q2,...QM) /N, as the quantitative

indication of goodness of f i t of the model to the data.

Setting the c r i te r ia for a good f i t and an acceptable f i t is

sometimes s l ight ly subjective. A "good f i t " of a model to the data

implies that the data do not contradict the model. Generally, i f is

less than the uncertainty (using a 68% confidence interval) in the

line-average density measurements, the f i t should be regarded as

good. However, there may be special circumstances that would demand

dif ferent c r i t e r ia . For example, some models may be more sensitive to

measurement errors than others. An "acceptable f i t " means that,

although there is some signif icant discrepancy between the optimized

model and the data, the model is expected to be at least an approx-

imately correct representation of the actual density p ro f i le . For one

three-beam densitometer, tests have shown that the model is not even

qual i tat ively correct i f a is greater than about one-tenth of the

l iquid density. In general, the acceptable f i t cr i ter ion is best

established by tests of the particular densitometer system.

I f none of the models provides an acceptable f i t , the analyst

must either f ind a new model that does f i t the data or pursue an

alternative procedure when he does not know what the density prof i le
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is. In this case, the analyst does know that the density profile does

not conform to any of the models that were tried on this data. If the

set of models is reasonably ccnplete, including all the density pro-

files normally expected in the application at hand, the lack of an

acceptable fit implies that the density profile is irregular or random

in nature. This irregularity is beneficial in some applications. As

an example, consider the application of the mass flow rate calculation

of Equation (41). The velocity profile used in this calculation is

rather simple and regular. One specific implication of lack of an

acceptable fit of the density profile models to the densitometer data,

is that the actual density profile is so irregular that it is not well

correlated with any of the regular velocity profiles that may be used,

if the set of density models is complete enough to include profiles of

the same general form as the velocity profiles. That is, the devia-

tions from flatness in the density profile are not corrrelated with

the deviations from flatness in the velocity profile. A positive

deviation from flatness in the velocity profile may coincide with

either a positive or a negative deviation from flatness in the density

profile, with equal likelihood. Because of this randomness in the

coincidence of the profile's deviations from flatness, the effect of

the density profile deviations from flatness tends to average to zero

in the integral in Equation (41). This implies that the detailed

density profile can be replaced with the average density in

Equation (41), and little or no change in the calculated mass flow

rate will result from this substitution. Thus, in this application,

if no model gives an acceptable fit to the densitometer data, a rea-

sonable procedure is to treat the density profile as being flat and to

calculate the average density using a beam-length weighted average or

some similar simple formula.

The analyst must understand the exact meaning of the result of

the model-fitting procedure. The result carries only one guarantee,

which can be stated in two ways: If a model does not fit the data,

then the actual density profile is significantly different from that

represented by the model: or, if the actual density profile does match

a model, then that model will fit the data. However, obtaining a good
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fit with a model does not guarantee that the actual density profile

conforms to that model. The good fit only implies that the data is

consistent with the model, or that the data does not contradict the

model. Therefore, the confidence that must be placed in a density

profile indicated by a well-fitting model is just the confidence that

was placed in the model when it was originally included in the set of

models to be tried on the data. The degree of confidence might be

increased if all other plausible models have been shown not to fit the

data. However, in many applications, this is impossible because the

densitometer cannot distinguish between all the plausible profiles.

That is, there are some sets of readings that will fit two or more

plausible profiles. (This ambiquity can usually be avoided by careful

densitometer design, but in some cases we do not have the freedom to

change the design.)

The following two examples describe the models used and results

obtained in specific applications of the model fitting procedure just

described.

7.2-2 Example 1: LOFT Three-Beam Geometry. The three-beam LOFT

densitometer geometry is indicated in Figure 9. A set of five models

has been used for obtaining density profile information from this

densitometer. The models are designated homogeneous (HOMO), con-

tinuous stratified (SFX), discontinuous annular (ADPC), continuous

annular (AN), and discontinuous stratified (SD), in order of

priority. In all the models the density is constrained to be between

the gas density p and the liquid density pf, determined from

temperature and pressure measurements.

The homogeneous model represents a flat-density profile, with the

average density (equal to the local density at each point) being the

only adjustable parameter. This model is given first priority for two

reasons,. First, the fluid is expected to be single phase (implying a

homogeneous density profile) during some parts of the experiment.

Second, data which exactly or very nearly or exactly fit a homogeneous

profile would cause mathematical difficulties in the other models, so
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such data is eliminated at the outset by representing it with the

homogeneous model.

The three curves in Figure 14 are three density profiles repre-

sented by the continuous stratified model. Obviously, this model can

represent nearly flat profiles as well as profiles consisting of a

rather abrupt transition from liquid density to gas density. The

parameter a in the equation in Figure 14 is related to the width of

the liquid to gas transition region, and the parameter b is the pos-

ition of this transition.

P = Pf

P(y) = Pf' 1 + exp [-4a (y - b)]

1/a

Bottom of pipe y= b Top of pipe
INEL-A-6869

Fig. 14 Continuous stratified profila.

Three examples of continuous annular distributions a.re shown in

Figure 15. For n >1, these distributions are smooth. This model is

not used for n > 4, because the LOFT densitometer cannot effectively
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P (r) = - Po)

P o = density at pipe center
P1 = density at pipe wall

Pipe wall
INEL-A-6867

Fig. 15 Continuous annular profiles.

distinguish between continuous annular distributions with n > 4 and

discontinuous annular distributions with D/R = 1/n. Figure 16 shows a

continuous annular distribution with n = 10 (dashed line) and a dis-

continuous annular distribution with D = R/10. For the discontinuous

annular distributions, the annulus thickness D and the core density

oo are adjustable. The annulus density is either the liquid density

pf or the gas density P , depending on whether a preliminary logic

test indicates a normal or an inverse annular distribution.

Figure 17 shows an example of a discontinuous, stratified density

profile. The step between the two density values occurs at a depth D

(measured from the bottom of the pipe). The density is pfc for y > D

and p^ for y < D. All three of the parameters Ph,P+, and D are

adjustable.
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p= p

Pipe wall
INEL-A-6868

Fig. 16 Discontinuous stratified profile.

p - Pi

P = Pg

Bottom of pipe y = D

Fig. 17 Discontinuous stratified profile.
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Laboratory tests were done in which wood and plastic pieces were

used to simulate various water distributions in the pipe. Figure 18

shows graphs of the actual density distribution (dark line) and the

distribution calculated by the analysis procedure (light

line)just described for each test. The actual distribution in

Test S27 is not strictly stratified, since the density versus position

curve is not monotonic. Similarly, Test Cl does not represent an

annular distribution. Distributions with thick annuli are not

realistic, and the mathematical models were not designed to handle

such cases. The model name on each graph indicates the model that was

selected by the analysis scheme to represent that distribution. For

the realistic, regular profiles, there is agreement in the major

features of the calculated and actual profiles, although there are

differences in detail. This is the anticipated result.

Similar laboratory tests have been done using irregular density

distributions, instead of stratified and annular distributions. The

calculated density distributions are wrong for these cases, but the

calculated average density values are quite good, as indicated by

Tabie III. This table also lists the results of tests of the data

analysis scheme in which analytically generated data, instead of

actual measurements, were input. As the table indicates, the rms

errors in the calculated average density values are less than 4% of

range for regular profiles and less than 1% of range for irregular

profiles.

A more detailed description of this densitometer and modeling

system is given in Reference 8.

7.2.3 Example 2: Scanning Densitometer Comparisons. A series

of steady state, two-phase flow tests were conducted in a long,

straight, horizontal pipe. The data were long-time average readings.

Continuous, stratified density profiles were expected under these

conditions. Therefore, only the previously mentioned continuous stra-

tified and homogeneous models were used in analyzing this data. These
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Stratified
profiles
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Annular
profiles
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slightly denser,
thinner annulus

S26
A8
All

ADPC

ADPC
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S19 A12

AN

1 2 0 0.5

Fig. 18 Calculated and actual profiles.

r/R

INEL-A-12 533
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models were applied to the readings from the three-beam densitometer

sketched in Figure 19. The calculated density profiles were compared

with profiles obtained from a scanning densitometer, also shown in the

figure. Figure 20 shows some of the more interesting comparisons

between the scanning densitometer profiles

TABLE III

ERROR

Data Set

Experiment data

Homogeneous
Stratified
Annular
Nearly stratified
Nearly annular
Irregular

Simulated data

Stratified direct
Stratified inverse
Annular direct
Annular inverse
Tilted stratified

Overall

SUMMARY FOR SAMPLE

Number
of

Points

3
31
19
6
5

25

23
4

41
a,
3

164

CALCULATIONS

RMS Error in
Calculated

(q/cm3]_

0.0197
0.0150
0.0254
0.0112
0.0394
0.0673

0.0058
0.0018
0.0142
0.0118
0.0345

0.0307

(dots) and the three-beam densitometer profiles (continuous curves).

The two graphs on the right of the figure show differences in the

slope or width of the liquid-to-gas transition region. This is not

considered a serious problem in this application because this error

usually does not significantly affect the calculated average density

or mass flow rate. It is expected that these errors could be

decreased by tilting the three beams a little further from vertical.

The two graphs on the left show significant differences in the posi-

tions (height above pipe bottom) of the liquid-gas transition region,

as measured by the two densitometers. In the lower left graph, the
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Scanning Three-beam
INELA-12 597

Fig. 19 Three-beam and scanning densitometers.
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Height (cm)

Fig. 20 Scanning and three-beam comparison.

difference amounts to an average density difference of about 6% of

range (6% of the l iquid density). The scanning-densitometer readings

are uncertain for the few points near the top and the bottom of the

pipe, and there is some question about the absolute accuracy of these

particular scanning-densitometer readings, although the shape and

position of the indicated liquid-gas transit ion region is expected to

be accurate. Even with errors this large, the model-f i t t ing procedure

is s t i l l valuable, in that i t gives better average density values than

other analysis methods, and i t gives prof i le information which would

otherwise be competely lacking.

These two examples indicate the type of information that can be

obtained using a density p ro f i le , model f i t t i n g technique l ike the one
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described previously. This general approach allows a surprisingly

large amount of information to be obtained from a rather simple riensi-

tometer system, and it is very useful in the application of measuring

mass flow rates in two-phase fluid flow.

7.3 Beam Positions and Flow Regime Interpretation

The above discussion on calculating density profiles gives a

general guideline for selecting beam positions in multibeam densi-

tometers: the densitometer must be capable of distinguishing among

the various probable density profiles, and it must provide some sen-

sitivity to the values of the parameters in the various models. Con-

sider, as an example, stratified density profiles in a horizontal

pipe. A few horizontal beams can give a very clear indication of

stratification, but rather poor data about the liquid depth and

average density. Vertical beams give a good depth and average density

indication if the density profile is known to be stratified, but they

give no information about whether the profile is actually stratified.

A good arrangement for stratified profiles is to use several beams

tilted at approximately 45 degrees, with the vertical spans of the

beams overlapping at least a little, and with the total vertical span

of all the beams sufficient to include the entire vertical pipe

diameter.

If density profile measurement is of no interest, intuition

suggests the best pipe-average density measurement nrght result from a

more or less uniform distribution of the beams across the pipe area.

We have not yet determined a simple algorithim for optimizing beam

positions for either pipe-average density measurement or density

profile measurements.

Determined by a model-fitting, or any other, technique, neither

an instantaneous nor a time-averaged density profile uniquely spec-

ifies the flow regime, because the flow regime specification implies
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knowledge about the time dependence of the density and velocity

profiles. In some cases, a time-averaged density profile is adequate

to specify the general type of flow regime with a high degree of con-

fidence. An annular, tirne-averaged density profile, for example, is a

quite reliable indication of an annular flow regime. On the other

hand, similar stratified, time-averaged density profiles result from

several flow regimes, and even rather small errors in determining the

density profile could cause substantial differences in the flow regime

interpretation. This ambiguity can usually be resolved through study

of a time series of instantaneous density profiles, assuming the den-

sitometer response time is small compared with the actual fluid den-

sity profile fluctuation time.

In many cases the time dependence of the flow regime can be

determined by studying the time dependence of the line-average density

measurements of the several beams, without actually calculating a

density profile. Two mathematical quantities are useful in this

study: the power spectral density function (PSD), which indicates the

magnitudes of the Fourier frequency components that constitute the

signal (the line average density versus time), and the probability

density function (PDF), which indicates the frequency of occurrence of

the various values assumed by the signal. Some examples of those

functions are indicated in Figure 21. The PSD will always include a

small magnitude contribution for all frequencies out to the densi-

tometer filter frequency, and the PDF will never have perfectly sharp

lines. This is because in any densitometer system there is some noise

inherently associated with the random nature of the radiation emission

and detection processes. The curves shown in Figure 21 are rather

idealized. To actually obtain PSD and PDF curves with enough accur-

racy to make the important features observable usually requires a lot

of very carefully acquired data. For some applications — notably

large pipe or wide beam applications ~ features such as the PSD dif-

ferences for homogeneous, bubbly, and mist flows, will never be
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observable because the local density fluctuations tend to average out

over the large volume sampled by the beam. In many transient flow

applications there may be no well-defined flow regime that is stable

enough to allow a reasonable PSD or PDF analysis, since good results

depend on having data representing a long experiment time.

8. METHODOLOGY

Sections 9 through 14 is concerned with the engineering,

techniques, and hardware involved with making successful

densitometers. Like the radiation densitometer itself, the subjects

covered start with the sources and source containment material, then

continue through fluid containment materials, followed by a discussion

of detectors and signal-processing techniques.

Section 9 considers radiation sources and fluid containment

materials. Only seven sources are discussed. However, their photo-

peaks span the needed spectrum of energies required by gamma densi-

tometers used on both small and large diameter pipes. The source

shield materials discussed provide an effective biological shield for

these sources for strengths up to 60 curies. Most of the fluid con-

tainment materials have been successfully employed either in air-water

loops or in high-pressure, high-temperature, two-phase, steady state,

and transient flow loops.

Radiation detectors used by densitoneters are considered in

Section 10. Most of the discussion in this section is concerned with

two types of detectors, thallium-activated sodium iodide, and liquid

nitrogen cooled, semiconducting detectors. In addition, several other

types of detectors are covered briefly.

An in-depth discussion of the two methods of detector signal

processing is presented in Section 11 and 12. Examples of the

pulse-mcde technique is presented ir. Section 11, and the
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current-mode, combined with lock-in detectors, is discussed in

Section 12.

The paper is concluded with a discussion of the five generic

types of densitometers used by EG&G Idaho, Inc., at the INEL. These

five types of densitometers use either current- or pulse-mode

electronic signal conditioning.

9. RADIATION SOURCES AND DENSITOMETER MATERIALS

Radiation sources and densitometer materials for fluid con-

tainment and radiation shielding are discussed together because, in

many cases, the choice of sources restricts the alternatives for

materials, and vice versa. Ideally, sources would emit as much radia-

tion as desired at a single, selectable photon energy; container

materials would be completely transparent to the source radiation; and

shielding materials would absorb all incident radiation. It would

also be convenient to be able to switch the source on and off at will.

Unfortunately, such ideal sources and materials do not exist. We

must choose from those available, trying to come close to the con-

ditions discussed in the sections on measurement requirements and

design optimization.

9.1 Radioactive Source Availability, Procurement, and Safety

One part of the densitometer design process results in the deter-

mination of an optimum photon energy and the number of such photons

the radiation source must emit per second. Comparison with a list of

available sources and their characteristics will generally lead to

selection of a particular radioisotope having properties suitably

close to those needed.

9.1.1 Common Densitometer Sources. Some commonly available

radioactive sources are listed i.i Table IV, and Figure 22 shows a

typical low energy, sealed source. Many more isotopes are now
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TABLE IV

DENSITOMETER SOURCES

Isotope

Cobalt 60

Cesium 137

Cobalt 57

Americium 241

Gadolinium 153

Cadmium 109

Iron 55

Primary Photon Energies
(keV)

1173, 1332

662

13P, 122, ia.4, 6.4

59.5, 26.4, 20.8, 17.8, 13.9, 11.9

41.3, 47, 69, 97.3, 103

22, 24.9, 88

5.89, 6.49

Half Li fe

5,27 yrs.

30 yrs.

270.9 days

430 yrs.

242 days

453 days

2.7 yrs.

Backing

Source

TIG weld

Encapsulating
material

Thin window
INEL-A-12 604

Fig. 22 Typical low-energy disc source.

commercially available, but usually not with adequate half-lives or

strengths considered to be minimal, densitometer source requirements

(200 days or longer and 2 x 10" or more photons per second). How-

ever, since the listed sources provide a range of water attenuation
9

coefficients from 0.02 to 20 cm /gm, at least one of them should be

suitable for any particular installation of usual interest, that is, up

to 30 cm fluid path lengths. The cesium, cobalt, and americium sources

can be used in current (dc) mode densitometers; all of those listed
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have been used in pulse-mode applications. X-ray machines, although

used elsewhere, have not been used at the INEL for densitometer appli-

cations. Instead, the large number (25) of density measuring locations

on the test facility , and the extended periods of inaccessibility,

have led to the use of simple, small, passive, and inexpensive sources.

9.1.2 Source Procurement. A specification for a densitometer

source should contain at least the following information: radio-

isotope, flux of E-energy photons at a given distance in air from the

source, maximum allowable dimensions of the source capsule, ANSI sealed

source classification, and mechanical or other special requirements.

The flux of a particular energy photon at a given distance from

the source basically defines the amount of radioactive material con-

tained in the capsule. Specifying the flux and distance is a par-

ticularly desirable way to approach the problem: the supplier, not the

user, has the burden and latitude of source design, and a straight-

forward measurement with a collimated detector establishes whether the

requirement has been met. The specified source-to-detector distance

should not be less than 5.7 times the diameter of a disc source for the

point source approximation to give a flux within 1% of the exactly

calculated flux.

The maximum allowable dimensions of the source capsule must be

specified, primarily to assure that the radiation emitting area is not

too large compared with the fluid path length or flow diameter, thereby

reducing the possibility of problems due to streaming. As ntted in

Section 10, a presently used guideliri is that the collimating hole

width be no larger than one-tenth of the flow diameter. If the width

of the radiation emitting area is restricted to this same number, the

amount of useful radioactive material in the capsule may be too small

to meet the flux requirement. At some active material thickness, it is

not useful to attempt to increase the source's photon output by in-

creasing the thickness, since photons emitted from back layers will be
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absorbed in front layers and not get out of the source at all. At low

photon energies and small pipe diameter, the effects of self absorption

and use of small beam widths to preclude streaming, can be serious

enough to limit source strength, and thus frequency response for a

given statistical error, or vice versa.

Standards have been established for sealed sources and are part of

the basis upon which procurement is generally made. American National

Standard N542 was issued in 1977 by the National Bureau of Standards

(NESS Handbook 126). Table V is taken from that document and gives five

types of tests, with six performance classes of increasing stringency

for each. For example, a Class 2 temperature test requires no leakage

from the source as a result of its being heated to 80°C for one

hour. Some of the tests, such as puncture or impact, may distort a

sealed capsule, and even though it doesn't leak the capsule may not be

particularly useful thereafter if small dimensional tolerances are

important. Thus, such tests are usually done only on prototype

capsules. Standard practice is to specify the performance class of the

five tests by referring to the source as, for example, a C33232. This

implies the capsule can or has withstood Class 3 tests for temperature,

external pressure, and vibration, but only Class 2 for impact and

puncture.

Typically, densitometer source costs are based on a fixed fabri-

cation cost plus a certain cost per unit of radioactive material. In

the case of low energy sources additional shielding is frequently not

necessary, so one has only the cost of the source capsule itself. High

energy sources such as Cesium-137 and Cobalt-60 are generally housed in

steel encased lead or depleted uranium casks of considerable size and

mass, for example, 100-500 kg. In addition, these casks are frequently

supDlied with compressed-air-operated mechanisms which move the source

capsule from a shielded or "stored" position to an "exposed" position

location in front of a hole from which the collimated radiation

emanates. In such cases, actual source capsule costs may be a small

portion of the overall cost of the assembly.
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TABLE V

Test

Temperature

External
pressure

Impact

Vibrat ion

Puncture

No

No

No

No

No

]

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

2

-40°C (20 min)
+80OC ( I d )

25 kN/m2 abs.

50 g from 1 m
and f ree drop ten
times to a steel
surface f- —. 1.5

2 miri
25 to 500 Hz at
5 g peak amp.

1 g from 1 m

CLASSIFICATION OF SEALEO SOURCE PERFORMANCE TESTS

3

-40°C (20 min)
+400°C (1 h)
and thermal shock
400°C to 20°C

25 kN/tn2 abs.
to 2 MN/m2

2_C> g from 1 in

m

30 min
25 to 50 Hz at
5 g peak amp.
and 50 to 90 Hz
at 0.635 mm amp.
peak to peak and
90 to 500 Hz at
10 g

10 g from 1 m

Class

4

-40°C (20 min)
+600°C (1 h)
and thermal shock
600°C to 20°C

25 kN/m2 abs.
to 7 MN/m2

2 kg from 1 m

90 min
25 to 80 Hz at
1.5 mm amp.
peak to peak
and 80 to 2000 Hz
at 20 g

50 g from 1 m

5

-40°C (20 min)
+600°C (1 h) and
and thermal shock
800°C to 20°C

25 kN/m2 abs.
to 70 MN/m2

5 kg from 1 m

Not used

300 g from 1 m

6

-40°C (20 min)
+800°C (1 h)
thermal shock

25 kN/m2 abs.
to 170 MN/m2

20 kg from 1 m

Not used

1 kg from 1 m

X

Special

Special

Special

Special

Special

test

test

test

test

test



9.1.3 Safety. With the exception of americium, sources listed in

Table IV are hazardous only because of the direct radiation from them.

Americium is similarly hazardous but further, being an alpha emitter,

might pose significant ingestion problems if the source were to leak.

Generally, the low energy sources can be effectively shielded with 3 to

6 mm of lead. They are usually planar sources of less than 300 mCi,

with tungsten or another absorptive backing material. As a result,

these sources can be handled directly with laboratory tongs provided

the source is pointed away from the body. Of course, proper radio-

logical monitoring of any such handling operations should be required

and is only common sense. Special alpha particle monitors are needed

for work with americium sources. The high energy cesium and cobalt

sources are frequently supplied in large source strengths, 20 up to

even 60 curies. Such sources are potentially a great health hazard: a

twenty curie cesium source provides one's permitted yearly dose in less

than four minutes when 30 cm away. Thus, such sources are handled and

used only in lead or depleted uranium casks that have wall thicknesses

of up to 7 or 8 cm. Because of the hazards, cost and design problems

involved with sources, some further consideration of production, decay

schemes and characteristics seems warranted.

9.2 Source Production, Decay, and Strength

9.2.1 Radioactive Decay Modes. Sources usually produce the

gamma- and x-ray photons as by-products of some radioactive decay

process. Many different types of such processes exist, but the alpha

and beta decay and electron capture processes are the only ones

occurring for the sources listed in Table IV.

In alpha (a) decay, a parent nucleus with atomic number Z and mass

number A emits an a-particle (He nucleus, Z=2, A=4) and decays to a

daughter nucleus with atomic number 2-2 and mass number A-4. In

6" decay, an antineutrino (v) and a negative electron (s~) are

emitted from the nucleus as a result of the process n-+p+6+v. The decay

increases the nuclear charge by one unit. For this process, the inne*

electron orbits (K, L, etc.) remain unchanged.
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In electron capture, e, an atomic electron is captured by a

nucleus, and a neutrino is emitted as a result of the process

p+e~-n+-.j. This decay decreases the nuclear charge by one uni t , and

leaves the daughter nucleus with a vacancy in one of i ts atomic

shells. K-shell electron capture, for example, refers to a capture

process where the f inal -s tate vacancy is the K-shell.

Other processes either compete or result from the transitions

noted above. These are secondary x-ray emission, internal conversion,

and Auger electron emission.

Whenever a vacancy is produced in an inner shell of an atom, the

f i l l i n g of this vacancy is accompanied by either x-ray or

Auger-electron emission. The fluorescence yield is the chance that an

x-ray rather than the electron w i l l be emitted per vacancy. Vacancies

created by the f i l l i n g of the i n i t i a l vacancy w i l l in turn produce

further x-rays or Auger electrons. This cascade of radiation continues

unt i l a l l vacancies have been transferred to the outermost electron

shel l . Inner-shell vacancies are always produced in two types of

nuclear decay: electron capture and internal conversion.

An atomic electron can be emitted as an alternative to x-ray

emission in the transit ion of a nucleus from a higher to a lower energy

state. In the internal-conversion process, the energy difference

between these states is transferred direct ly to a bound atomic electron

which is then ejected from the atom.

The Auger process competes with the emission of x-rays as a means

of carrying off the energy released in the f i l l i n g of an inner-shell

vacancy by an electron from an outer shel l . In the Auger process, the

f i l l i n g of an inner-shell vacancy is accompanied by the simultaneous

ejection to the continuum of an outer-shell electron. The resulting

atom is then le f t with two vacancies.
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9.2.2 Production Methods and Factors Affecting Source Strength.

Three main methods are used to produce radioisotopes for sources.

These are (a) charged particle reactions in an accelerator, (b) neutron

activation in a reactor, and (c) separation and purification of a

fission product.

Cadmium-109 will be used as an example. It can be, and is,

produced by either of the first two methods. An isotope produced by

the third method is Americium-241. Formed from accelerator material,

the cadmium source is purer and more expensive than that from

reactor-made material. Various factors affect the production,

including the abundance of the desired isotope in the target material,

the magnitude of the reaction probability or cross section, the

magnitude and energy distribution of the neutron or charged particle

flux, and the half-life of the activation product. The production and

decay reactions are given below. Both occur during the production, but

of course only the decay reaction ccntinutes once the material is

removed from the accelerator or reactor.

Production Decay
109 1 1 109 0 109

Accelerator: Ag + H > on + Cd + e , Ag + X,Y
47 1 48 -1 47

108 1 109 6 109
Reactor: Cd + n , Cd + e , Ag

48 0 48 _i 47

Associated with the electron capture decay, is an 88-keV gamma-ray,

which, however, is highly internally converted, so the principal radi -

ations coming from the radioactive cadmium are the K and KR x-rays

of s i lver . Of these, the 22-keV Ka x-rays are predominant. About 10%

of the time the 24.9- and 25.4-keV L j and K^ x-rays are pro-

duced. (The K •, and K 2 x-rays are too close in energy to be

resolved with present detectors.)
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The charged part icle reactions are frequently not competitive with

neutron activation methods because the cross sections for the former

type of reaction are gererally a factor of 100 to 1000 smaller. Thus,

correspondingly longer irradiation times would be required in the

accelerator than the reactor, making the process uneconomical. In the

case of cadmium, however, i n te r fe r ing isotopes (Cadmium-113 and -115)

are produced in the reactor method, but are not produced in the

accelerator method. These other isotopes yield medium to high energy

gamma-rays .hat make the reactor grade material less desirable i f the

source is fcr low-energy photon work.

When the radioactive material has been produced, i t is processed

and incorporated into source capsules. Cadmium, for example, is

generally packaged in a stainless steel or Monel capsule, f i t t ed with a

beryllium window. Cadmium is sometimes provided in an all-aluminum

capsule. The cadmium is frequently electroplated onto a si lver disc

that is enclosed in the capsule.

Three factors affect the number of photons that actually leave the

capsule and are available for use. These are the yield of the par-

t icular x- or gamma-ray, the self-absorption, and the window tran-

smission losses. The yield is the fraction of the disintegrations that

produce the photon energy of interest. K. x-rays are produced nearly

100% of the time in Cadmium-109 decay, whereas the 5.?-keV x-rays are

produced only about 25% of the time in Iron-55 decay. Self-absorption

refers to the process of photoelectric absorption of the photon in the

radioactive material i t se l f , and is of particular importance in

low-energy photon work. The significance is that there results a prac-

t i ca l maximum amount cf material useful to deposit on a certain area,

because thicker layers absorb photons emitted from bac1: ''ayers before

they can escape the capsule. Final ly, losses also exist , part icular ly

for low-energy photons, due to absorption in the encapsulating mater-

i a l . Thus, a beryllium window capsule may yield 5% more photons than

an all-aluminum capsule.
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9.3 Densitometer Materials

9.3.1 Containment Materials. The pressure boundary or f!uid

containment material is important to the chorda!-average density mea-

surement. If use of a material which happens to have a high atonic

number is required, the optimum photon energy will he high, and this

will result in a small fluid-attenuation coefficient. If, in addition,

the fluid path is short, t^e statistical error can be large. However,

if a low atomic number material can be used, the optimum ohoton energy

will be much lower, and the fluid-attenuation coefficient much larger.

Th is loroer coefficient will offset the small flu id path length and

keep the statistical error at reasonable values. In large pipes, for

example, 20 cm inner diameters and larger, this effect is much less

sign ificant.

The important characteristics of containment materials are atomic

number and density, the ultimate tensile strength and its temperature

dependence, corrosion resistance, and purity. Table VI lists various

candidate materials and some characteristics of each. Water charac-

teristics are listed for reference purposes.

The plastic materials start to soften at temperatures in excess of

50°C, and are thus useful only for air-water, etc., testing. Simi-

larly, aluminum alloys are generally not useful as pressure boundaries

for temperatures above 2G0°C. This leaves the normal reactor mate-

rials: zircaloy, the stainless steels, and Inconels, along with

titanium and beryllium, as the high-temerature, corrosion-resistant,

water-containment materials. Of these, beryllium is the material of

choice for small- to medium-sized fluid path lengths, and titanium for

larger ones.

While the use of beryllium basically permits the use of low photon

energies, and thus small statistical errors in small pipes, the

material is not w'^hout problems. Halogens in the water attack

beryllium. Normally, less than 0.1 ppm chloride concentrations are
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Material

Zircaloy

Inconels

300 series
stainless
steel

Titanium

Aluminum

Beryllium

Water

Acrylic
(C5H8o2 }

Polystyrene

Polyethylene

CONTAINME

Effective
Atomic
Number

40

28

26

22

13

4

l,8a

l,7a

1,6*

l,6a

22

53

23

19

12

2

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

TABLE VI

NT MATERIAL CHAPACTEPISTICS

Attenuation

fern /gm)

keV

.6

.21

.63

.48

.34

,34

662 keV

0.072

0.075

0.072

0.075

0.078

0.068

0.0855

0.084

G.084

0.083

Density

f qm/cm"1)

6.4

8.3

8.0

4.5

2.7

1.85

0.001-1.0

1.19

1.05

0.94

Ultimate Ten sile
Strength
(psi)

20°C 260°C

49 K 23 K

85 K 79 K

75 K 60 K

45 K 3 K

46 K 38 K

9 K

7 K

4 K

a. At low energies, carbon and oxygen atoms are effective in determining
the magnitude of the mass attenuation coefficient. At high energies,
hydrogen is important.

required in order to resist this type of corrosion. Heavy metal ions,

for example iron, may also corrode the beryllium, but much less signi-

ficantly. The beryllium can be plated with chrome to effectively

resist corrosioi, but this may adversely affect the parent material's

high transparency, '̂ 'qh atomic number impurities will also affect the

alloy's mass attenuation coefficient since the coefficient of the pure
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material is so small. The material is inclined to be brittle,

somewhat resembling cast iron in this characteristic. It is a powder

metal- lurgy product and is anisotropic. It has a very low density

and very high thermal conductivity. It is not readily welded, but

brazing of it is common. However, brazed beryl 1ium-Monel joints have

not with- stood the thermal transient-vibration-mechnanica/-shock

conditions typical of reactor safety experiments, althougn heavy

sections of the structural alloy by itself, and mechanical (0-ring)

seals, have worked successfully in such thermal-hydraulic conditions.

The materiel can cause a lung disease, berylliosis, if dusts or

powders are ingested over significant periods, but there is no health

hazard in simply handling the material. (Chlorides from perspiration

can etch the material, and so it is frequently handled witn gloves.)

Milling machines and lathes are generally supplied with vacuum

equ:pment to collect chips, etc. For all its problems, beryllium is a

far better densitometer containment material for medium- to small-size

pipes than any other material.

9.3.2 Shielding Materials. If there were no practical limits on

size or weight of the radiation shielding materials used for

biological shielding of the source and collimation at the detector,

almost any material could be used for shielding. Of course this is

not the case in practical applications. Generally, weight limitations

suggest using a material with a high mass attenuation coefficient, and

size limitations suggests a material with a high linear attenuation

coef- ficient, which is the product of the mass attenuation

coefficient and the density.

Cost, availability, and machinability are also practical con-

siderations in selecting a shielding material. Some common materials

are lead, depleted uranium, and tungsten, all of which have

essentially the same mass attenuation coefficient (note Figure 3 ) .

Tungsten i5 usually used in the form of an alloy to make it more mach-

inable. Uranium has the disadvantages that it is slightly radio-

active, an accountable material (since it can fission), and it is

pyrophoric when it is being machined.
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10. DENSITOMETEP DETECTQPS

Several types of radiation detectors exist, but only two have

been used significantly in densitometers: solid scintillators and

semicor •luctors. Further, of these two types, only the

tha11ijm-activated sodium iodide [NalfTl)] and the high purity ger-

manium (Ge) detectors have been used extensively. After general de-

tector tpes and characteristics are mentioned, and some aspects of

detection processes are noted, discussions of the Nal(Tl) and Ge det-

ectors ar<> presented. This is followed by a comparison of these two

types of detectors.

10.1 X- and Gamma-Radiation Detectors

10.1.1 Types and General Characteristics. One way to classify

electromagnetic radiation detectors is by the physical state of the

detecting material: solid, liquid, or qas. A second way is by the

method of using the ionization produced by the photon/detector

material interaction. One part of the result of the interaction of a

photon with electrons of the detecting material is the generation of a

group of free or excited electrons and positively charged ions. In an

ionization type detector, an electric field is imposed directly on the

detecting material and the free electrons and ions rapidly migrate to

the electrodes, forming a charge pulse to be handled by the signal

conditioning electronics. In a scintillation type detector some of

the excited electrons return to their ground state by emission of

radiation having wavelengths in or near the visible light part of the

spectrum, hence a scintillation or light pulse. This radiation

emission is called fluorescence. No electric field is imposed on the

scintillating material, but its fluorescent capabilities are enhanced

by the addition of small quantities of impurity atoms called act-

ivators. Thallium is used for this purpose in sodium iodide

crystals. The light pulse is ultimately converted to a voltage pulse

by a photomultipTier tube and preamplifier.
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Table VII lists detectors by these two classifications and gives

some general characteristics. Gas detectors arp usually the least

efficient, largest slowest, and least expensive. They are still used

extensively in portable monitoring instruments. Liquid scinti1'ators

have been used mostly in fixed, large volume, special applications in

nuclear physics. The relatively small, yet efficient and fast, sol id

state detectors have been used most widely for spectroscopy. They

have basicaliy replaced the nas detectors as the main radiation

detectors because of efficiency, speed, and size. The solid state

detectors have also been the choice for densitometer work, for these

same reasons.

TABLE VII

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF XAMD GAMMA-RADIATION DETECTORS

Type

Gas

lonizat

Liquid

Scintil
photomu

Ionizat

Solid

ion

lation/
ltiplier

ion

Scintillation/
photomultiplier

Semiconductor

Characteristics

Volume Response
Detection Efficiency fcm3 ) (sec)

low

medium

high

medium

medium

105 10-2to 10"4

large

104 2.5 x 10-7

1-10 10-7
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10.1.2 Detection Processes, t- or ganma-rays 'jnriergo in te r -

actions in the detector materia ;n just, the same ^av as 'in the * l u i d

and containment ma te r ia l . So, '.he photoe lec t r ic and Compton processes

are the p r i nc ipa l means by which photons lose energy in the detector

and are detected. Of these t^o, phntoeMetr ic absorption becomes the

increasingly predominant mode of in te rac t ion for def_rp,*s;ng energy

photons a.nd for increasing de'iector atomic number.

In the photoe lec t r ic i n t e rac t i on , the incoming photon's energy is

e n t i r e l y absorbed and the photon, per se, no longer ex i s t s . In Us

place is an ejected e lec t ron , usual ly K -she l l , leaving the in te rac t ion

wi th a k i n e t i c energy equal to the d i f fe rence between the photon's

energy and the e lec t ron ' s binding energy. The remaining energy i the

binding energy) appears in the form of detector mater ia l cha rac te r i s t i c

x-rays end Auger e lec t rons .

The cha rac te r i s t i c x-rays arp_ qu ick ly converted to add i t iona l

e lect rons through successive photoe lec t r ic in terac t ions in the

detector . Thus, u l t ima te l y the incoming photon's en t i re energy appears

as a group of e lectrons of various exc i t a t i on energies t r a . e l i n g about

in the detector mater ia l and in te rac t ing with other e lec t rons. In an

ion iza t ion type detector , these electrons move to the electrode under

the inf luence of the e l e c t r i c f i e l d and produce a charge pulse propor-

t iona l to the photon's energy. In a s c i n t i l l a t i o n type detector , most

of the electrons lose the i r excess energy by rad ia t ion less means, for

example, l a t t i c e v ib ra t ions or generation of thermal energy. Some

produce s c i n t i l l a t i o n s through the fluorescence process, and the mag-

ni tude of the consequent photomul t ip l ie r tube's output pulse is s t i l l

general ly propor t ional to the photon's energy.

In the Compton i n te rac t i on , the incoming photon loses only par t

o f i t s energy in e jec t ing a detector e lec t ron . Thus, the photon may

continue onward with decreased energy, and may have addi t iona l Compton

or photoe lec t r ic in terac t ions in the detector ma te r i a l , or may escape

from the detector a l together without having any fu r ther i n te rac t ions .

Successive in terac t ions occur in such short times that the co l lec ted
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c h a r g e a p p e a r s as a s i n g ' e p u l s e . I f t h e p h o t n n u H i ^ a t e l y l o s t a l l

o f i t s e n e r g y i n s u c h a s e r i e s o f s u c c e s s i v e i n t e r a c t ' o n s , t h e m a g n i -

t u d e o f t h e p u l s e w o u l d c o r r e s p o n d t o t h e p h o t o n ' s f u l l e n e r g y . T h i s

w o u l d be t h e c a s e i f t h e d e t e c t o r we re i a r q p 'compare-- ! t n t ^ e p h o t o n ' s

•nean f r e e p a t h ) o r t h e p h o t o n e n e r g y we re s ' r a l l . i o t h h i q h e r e n c c v

p h o t o n s and n o r m a l s i z e d e t e c t o r s , a s u b s * a i t i a ' ' f a c :on o f t h e

i n c o m i n g p h o t o n s e s c a p e t h e d e t e c t o r , l o s i n g on 1 / a p o r t i o n of t . ' i e : r

e n e r g y i n i t . T h u s , p u ' s e s o f m a q n i t u O P S s m a l l e r t h a n t h e f u 1 1 - f - n p r q y

h e i g h t a r e p r o d u c e d , ar,d so a d e t e c t e d p h o t o n s p e c t r u m w i l l a p p e a r as

shown i n F i g u r e 22. The m a i n peak c o r r e s p o n d s t o p u l s e s i n w h i c h a l l

o f t h e p h o t o n ' s e n e r g y i s d e p o s i t e d i n t h e d e t e c t o r . The more o r l e s s

f ' a t r e g i o n o f t h e s p e c t r u m , f r o m a b o u t 10 t o 70% o f t h e f u l l p u ' s e

h e i g h t , c o r r e s p o n d s t o p h o t o n s t h a t h a v e l o s t o n l y a p o r t i o n o f t h e i r

f j 1 1 e n e r a y i n t h e d e t e c t o r . The e f f e c t o f d e t e c t o r S I Z P i s shown by

t h e s e c o n d c u r v e i n t h e f i g u r e . W i t h a s m a l l e r s i z e d e t e c t o r , mo re

p h o t o n s e s c a p e w i t h o u t d e p o s i t i n g t h e i r f u l l e n e r g y , so t h e h e i c h t o f

t h e m a i n peak i s l o w e r , and t h a t o f t h e " C o m p t o n c o n t i n u u m " i s h i q h e r

t h a n w i t h a l a r g e r d e t e c t o r . The c o m b i n e d e f f e c t s o f s i z e and p h o t o n

energy are shewn in Figure 2^. The peak-to-total rat io is plotted

versus photon energy for Nal(Tl) detectors. This rat io is the area

under the full-energy peak to the total area under the puise-height

distr ibut ion curve. Curves for two sizes of detectors and for the

rat io of photoelectric to total attenuation coeff icient are given.

The lat ter curve is the rat io which would exist i f a l l of the scattered

photons escaped the detector i i fter an i n i t i a l interaction. As shown

in the f igure, below about 200 keV a l l of the incoming photons appear

under the full-energy peak for the two detectors, so that the continuum

has basically disappeared at that and lower energies.

The importance of the Compton continuum in densitometer applica-

tions is as follows. One cannot distinguish between uncollided photons

that lose only part of their energy in the detector and photons that

have lost part of their energy in scattering interactions prior to

reaching the detector. Since the simple attenuation equation derived

in Section 3 applies only to uncollided photons arriving at the

detector, only the full-energy peak portion of the spectrum can be
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which d e t e c t o r s are procured are the photo-p^ak e f f i c i e n c y , pnerriy

r e s o l u t i o n , and s i z e . The e f f i c i e n c y and "energy r e s o l u t i o n depend

both on photon enprr\y and d e t e c t o r s i i ' e f o r a q i ven type o f d e t e c t o r ,

and vary w i d e l y among d e t e c t o r t y p e s .

F i g u r e ?5 shows both phntopeak and t o t a l d e t e c t i o n e f f i c i e n c i e s

f o r two s i zes of N a l ( T l ) d e t e c t o r s a t medium to ve ry h i gh photcn ener -

q i e s . F igu re 26 g i v e s the d e t e c t i o n e f f i c i e n c y f o r two th i cknesses o f

smal l s i l i c o n semiconductor d e t e c t o r s . Germanium photopeak d e t e c t o r

e f f i c i e n c i e s are o f the order o f 10-20% o f those for a 3 x 3 N a l ( T l )

d e t e c t o r ( 7 .62 cm d iamete r by 7.62 cm h igh c y l i n d e r ) a t 1.33 MeV.

Energy r e s o l u t i o n o f d e t e c t o r s i s s p e c i f i e d in terms o f the f u l l

width of a photopeak at half i ts maximum height (FWHM). This resolu-

tion is not dependent on just the detector. The preamplifier and main

amplifier settings also have an effect on the magnitude of the resolu-

t ion, since the width of the peak is due primarily to noise in both

the detector add electronics. The resolution is reported either in

energy d i rec t ly , for example, 160 eV at 5.9 keV, or as a percent of
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Fig. 25 Absolute e f f i c i e n c i e s at high energies.

the energy of the photopeak, a t yp i ca l 2 x 2 Nal(Tl ) detector having

about a 7 to 8% reso lu t ion at 662 keV. Figure 27 shows the energy

reso lu t ion of a s i l i c o n detector system for photons from an Iron-55

source.

10.2 S c i n t i l l a t i o n Detectors

Figure 23 shows the p r i nc ipa l components of th is type of detector :

a rad ia t ion detect ing mater ia l that produces a v i s i b l e l i g h t pulse and

a photomul t ip l ie r (PM) tube that detects and converts the l i g h t pulse

to a charge pulse and l i nea r l y ampl i f ies i t . This type of detector
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can be used in either pulse or current mode, siqn^l conditioning sys-

tems. There is a large variety of both scintillation crystals and

photomuItipIier tubes, iny combination of which might be chosen for

some particular app'ication. However, in general, all other combina-

tions will ultimately be compared to the performance of a 3 x 3 NalfTl)

detector and 3 inch PM tube. Thus, the discussion here is basically

limited to the NalfTl) detector. :

10.2.1 Description and Properties. The basic characteristics of

the detector material are the photopeak detection efficieny, the scin-

tillation conversion efficiency, the spectrum of the emitted radiation,

decay constant, and phosphorescence. The scintillation conversion

efficiency is the ratio of light output energy to gamma input energy.

In Nal(Tl) it is of the order of 10%. All other scintillators have

poorer efficiencies, ranging from 5 to 85% of that of Nal(Tl) at wave-

lengths from approximately 300 to 600 nm, depending on the particular

type of material. As shown in Figure 29, the light emitted from a

Nal(Tl) crystal has a maximum emission wavelength of about 405 nm.
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Fig. 27 Si(li) energy resolution.

Corresponding to this distribution of wavelengths of the emitted light,

there is a dependence of photocathode detection efficiency on the wave-

length. This is also shown in Figure 29 for an S-ll type photocathode.

Obviously, the best system performance will be obtained for the closest

matching of these two distributions. The decay constant is the

e-folding time for the extinguishing of the light pulse generated from

a single ganma. In Nal(Tl), the decay constant has a value of

approximately 0.23 microseconds. Other inorganic crystal scintillators

have decay constants equal to or longer than Nal(Tl), except cesium

fluoride, which is about 40 times faster.

The term phosphorescence or afterglow refers to the delayed emis-

sion of light from the detecting material which continues to occur

after the excitation is removed. This is one characteristic in which
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Nal(Tl) detectors are not best. Bismuth germanate (Bi4Ge,Oi2)

exhibits an afterglow only 0.01 times that of Nal(Tl), and thus the

linearity of pulse height per unit photon energy is much improved and

less dependent on photon count rate.

Additional properties of a scintillation crystal are its refrac-

tive index (1.85 for Nal(Tl)), density (3.67 gm/crrr), and temperature

sensitivity of light output (0.2 to 0.9%/°C) at 25°C. Single

crystals are subject to thermal and mechanical shock, resulting in

fracture along cleavage planes. A broken crystal will give multiple

photopeaks in a Cesium-137 spectrum. A polycrystalline material has

been developed which is much less sensitive and has nearly as good

properties as a single crystal. The material is hygroscopic and must

therefore be hermetically sealed from the atmosphere. About half of

the inorganic crystal scintillators exhibit this same property. An

optical reflector, made of compressed, white Al-O, having a thick-

ness of about 2 mm, is usually placed between the aluminum or stainless

steel housing and the crystal, to improve its light-gathering effi-

ciency. A quartz optical window completes the enclosure of the crystal

and provides for the transmission of the scintillation pulses to the

photocathode of the PM tube.

In a photomultiplier tube, Figure 30, the photocathode converts a

light pulse to a group of photoelectrons. These are directed to a

succession of dynodes and finally to the anode. At each dynode a cer-

tain multiplication of the number of electrons is obtained so that the

PM tube acts as an electron multiplier. Usually 10 to 12 dynodes or

stages are used in the PM tube and total current gain is of the order

of 10 . Normally 100 to 150 volts per stage is used to accelerate

the electrons from one dynode to the next, so that the total high vol-

tage supplied to the tube is 1000 to 1500 volts. The PM tube output

is called the dark current when no light is incident on the photo-

cathode.

10.2.2 Problems in Application. The most significant problems

found with scintillation detectors in densitometer applications are
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stability, effect of magnetic fields, sensitivity to high voltage, and

temperature sensitivity. Of these, the primary problem has been the

gain instability and '"atigue in the PM tube. This gain instability is

a major problem, requiring satisfactory resolution for the successful

application of this type detector in gamma densitometry.

The current gain of a PM tube is a function of its operating his-

tory. This instability or abnormal gain characteristic is known as

fatigue. The fatigue mechanism has not been determined, but it appears

to be associated with the dynode material and structure, and not with

the photocathode.

Youngbluth (see Reference 9) measured the gain stability of

5 end-onv S-ll photomultipliers (RCA types 6292, 2020, 6342A, 6655A,

and 3003). With a constant light input (approximately 3-hour dura-

tion) into the phatomuUipl ier tubes tested, the output (anode current)

varied up to 10% for the most stable tube (6342A), to over 400% for

the most unstab^ tube (5292). Youngbluth concluded that the photo-

multiplier gain with time depends on the dyncde structure and coating,

and that the earlier stages contribute as much to the gain instability

as do the last three stages. Data taken with RCA 6199 PM tubes here

at the INEL tend to contradict this last statement. With 8 to 10

dynodes performing amplification, the drift was about 1%/min. With 2

to 5 dynodes performing amplification, the drift could not be measured.

Various techniques have been employed to compensate for this

instability. The most commonly used methods are (a) asymmetrical

redistribution of the dynode voltages, (b) reduction of the number of

dynodes used, (c) varying of ths high voltage in a feedback loop, and

(d) varying of the focus electrode voltage.

The PM tube is particularly sensitive to external magnetic fields,

and is ordinarily shielded with Mu Metal. With such shielding in

place, pulse amplitudes have been observed to vary by a factor of 2

during the course of an electrical he?cer rod power transient. Such a

variation is a factor of 10 greater Mian that experienced due to

count-rate changes.
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Much smaller effects are due to the sensitivity of the PM tube to

high voltage, and of both the crystal and PM tube to ambient

temperature.

10.3 Semiconductor Detectors

There are three semiconductor detectors of current importance.

They are the Ge(Li), Si(Li), and high purity germanium detectors, All

use liquid nitrogen cooling during operation, but the high purity ger-

manium detector can be allowed to warm to room temperature when not in

use, a particular advantage over the lithium drifted germanium and

silicon detectors. A few room temperature semiconductor detectors

exist but none have come into significant use as yf>t.

10.3.1 Description and Properties. Figure 31 shows a typical

semi conductor detector assembly. It consists of a liquid nitrogen

Dewar

Preamp

End cap

Bpryllium
window

INEL-A-12 603

Fig. 31 Semiconductor detector assembly.
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dewar ( in this f igure, one of only 5 l i t e r capacity), the detector

snout or end cap within which the detector crystal is mounted, ano" the

warm part of the preamplifier. Figure 32 shows an early design for

mounting detector and front-end components of the preamplifier. Both

the detector and front-end components are cooled to near l iquid

nitrogen temperature in order to reduce the Johnson noise.

Detector
crystal^

TT

Front flange

Connection
to bias voltage

\

Ceramic standoffs

\

•Field effect
transistor

1 Connection to
cold finger

^ — R e a r flange
-Feedback
resistor INEL-A-12 598

Fig. 32 Detector head assembly.

Electrically, the detector is a back-biased diode in which elec-

trons and holes are produced when a photon is absorbed. The bias vol-

tage (1000 to 2000 V) provides the electric field to sweep the crystal

and form a charge pulse at the electrode. Usually, a charge sensitive

preamplifier is used, with the front-end components of the charge loop

also cooled. Thase consist of the input field effect transistor, the

feedback resistor, and the associated feedback capacitance. The bias

resistor may also be cooled.

The lithium drifting process compensates acceptor impurities with

a donor (lithium), producing a thick region exhibiting net impurity

concentrations low enough to be a useful detector material. To make
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lithium drifted detectors, lithium is incorporated onto and diffused

into the face of a piece of P-tvpe germanium at about 400°C to pro-

duce an n-p junction. A positive voltage is applied to the lithium-

doped side and the lithium ions drift in the electric field in such a

way as to nearly compensate the acceptor impurities in the mater 'al.

Subsequently, the material must be held at near liquid nitrogen tem-

peratures to preclude outward diffusion of the lithium. Recently,

high purity germanium with net electrical active impurity concentra-

tions of only about 10 atoms,

the need for lithium drifting.
tions of only about 10 atoms/cm , has been developed, obviating

The semiconductor detector has supplanted the scintillation

detector for more than a decade as the principal detector in x- and

gamma-ray spectroscopy. This is because the energy resolution of the

cooled semiconductor is much better than cai be achieved with photo-

multiplier tubes, ard because the stability of the cooled systems is

also significantly better.

10.3.2 Problems in Application. The primary difficulty observed

thus far in the application of semiconductor detectors to densitometer

work, is the delicate nature and lack of ruggedness of the detector

assemblies. In essence, these laboratory type instruments do not now

possess the rugged, industrial instrument design that is of substantial

value in surviving installation and use in complex thermal-hydrau1ic

test facilities. This is being overcome by providing the detector

assemblies with appropriate protective enclosures. Another problem of

some consequence is the need to provide liquid nitrogen for cooling.

In some instances, the remote location of the detector precludes any

easy method of supplying liquid nitrogen to the dewar other than

through a cryogenic delivery line. This adds significantly to the

cost of a detector system, which is already several times the cost of

a scintillator system. Another problem area is that the design of

these detectors has basically been directed toward very good energy

resolution at the expense of count-rate performance. Thus, the charge

loop design has been optimized for resolution, not input count rate.

This aspect has been modified to provide for the much higher count

rates needed in densitometer work.
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10.4 Comparison of Detector Types

There are several examples in which it is clear that the semi-

conductor detector is a better or a poorer choice than the scintil-

lation detector, regardless of cost. There are other situations where

the technical aspects do not weigh heavily in favor of one detector or

the other, and economics or some other aspect should be the deciding

factor.

It appears that, generally, Nal(Tl) should be the high energy

detector and Ge the lower energy detector. Thus, Nal(Tl) should be

used on large pipes, Ge on small ones. This is based on the fact that

the mass attenuation coefficient for the Nal(Tl) is greater than for

Ge, and the photopeak detection efficiency correspondingly larger.

Also, the energy resolution of the Nal(Tl) is poorer but resolution is

of less importance at high energies. In single-beam applications,

energy resolution is also of less importance, and so the Nal(Tl)

detector might normally be chosen there, too. However, the adverse

effect of nearby time dependent, magnetic fields on Nal(Tl) PM tube

detectors would generally far outweigh the choice of this detector for

single-beam applications. Thus, in cases where such magnetic field

problems existed, the choice would be the Ge detector, since it is

immune to those influences. On the other hand, in reactor applications

where neutron activation is a consideration, the Nal(Tl) detector

should be chosen because of the significant effect of neutrons on the

Ge detector. Water cooling is generally adequate for sodium iodide

detectors and is much easier and less expensive to install than a

liquid nitrogen piping system. Thus, where significant periods of

inaccessibility (as inside a plant container) to the detector may

exist, a water cooled system is highly desirable. In those multiple-

beam densitometers in which more than one low-energy source shines to

a single detector, the Ge detector is necessary and the Nal(Tl) will

clearly not work. Where one source shines to two or three detectors

both types may work, but cross talk will be better identified and

correctable by the better resolution (Ge) detector. The Ge systems

are substant ally more stable than the Nal(Tl) systems, but in fast
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transients this is not of significance. In slower transients and in

steady state testing the greater stability is necessary. The Ge

detector is microphonic but insensitive to significant changes in bias

voltage. The Nal(Tl) detector is very sensitive to small variations

in high voltage.

Each type of detector has its good and bad points, and thus a

careful evaluation of the requirements and conditions under which a

measurement is to be made must be accomplished before a reasonable

decision on detector type can be reached.

11. PULSE MODE ELECTRONICS

Pulse mode electronics, in this densitometer system context, is

the electronics used to process individual pulses from a radiation

detector. The system may simply count pulses with no attempt at energy

discrimination; it may count only those pulses with amplitudes in a

certain preselected range or energy window; or it may record a spec-

trum or a rec J of the number of pulses accumulated in each of many

small energy windows.

In contrast to many traditional pulse counting applications, in

densitometry the main goal in pulse counting is usually to achieve a

vary high count-rate capability. Even in those systems which use

energy discrimination, high energy resolution capabilities are usually

relatively unimportant. Commercially available hardware is usually

oriented more toward the traditional •"•'-'" energy resolution, lower

count-rate applications, and therefc is usually not optimal for

densitometer applications.

The following discussion covers interesting features of pulse

mode, densitometer electronics that might be used in acquiring com-

plete spectra. Simple systems would use only some of these features.

The system to be discussed is shown schematically in Figure 33.
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11.1 Gain Shift Compensation

In many systems, the sensitivity of the detector or the gain of

the preor main amplifier depend on the total count rate. This problem

can become severe in high count-rate applications such as densitometry.

After the magnitude of the effect has been determined by preliminary

experiments, electronic compensation for the effect is usually possi-

ble. The compensation depends on obtaining a total count-rate measure-

ment or a filtered current (or voltage) measurement from any of several

points in the circuit, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 33,

processing this signal through a feedback circuit, and delivering a

gain or sensitivity correction signal to the most easily controlled of

several circuit elements. The controllable elements might include the

detector power supply, the detector, the preamplifier, or the main

amplifier.

Figure 34 shows an example of the count-rate dependence of the

gain of a photomultiplier system, and the residual effect after
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e lec t ron ic compensation. As the f igure c l ea r l y shows, the response

time for t h i s gain s h i f t is d i f f e ren t for increasing and decreasing

count ra tes. This d i f ference in response time was accounted for in

the compensation c i r c u i t . In t h i s pa r t i cu la r example, the average

( f i l t e r e d or smoothed) voltage at the preampl i f ie r output was fed into

the feedback c i r c u i t , and a cor rec t ion signal adjusted the photo-

m u l t i p l i e r dynode chain vol tage.

11.2 Dead-Time Measurement

Dead time in a c i rcu i t element is that time during which the c i r -

cuit element is busy processing one pulse and cannot properly process

a second pulse. If any one of the essential c i rcu i t elements in a

system is dead, then the system as a whole is dead.

As indicated in Section 6, the system dead time can be estimated

from the observed count rate i f certain c i rcu i t characteristics are

known. However, in many systems i t is more accurate to use a measured,

rather than an estimated, dead time in correcting the data. Whether

or not the measured dead time is used in data corrections, i t is

usually necessary to have a system dead time indication available to

some c i rcu i t element (such as the amplifier in Figure 33) to control

whether newly arriving pulses are accepted, and thereby decrease

pile-up effects.

Because of this need for dead-time information, certain c i rcu i t

elements, such as the amplifier and the energy analyzer in Figure 33,

put out a logic signal to indicate whether they are dead. These

various, individual c i rcu i t element, dead-time indications are combined

in a simple logic c i rcu i t to give a system dead-time indication. I t

is not necessary to have a dead time indication from every essential

c i rcu i t element in the system. For example, the linear gate of

Figure 33 is known to be at least as fast as the amplif ier, so that i t

is l ive whenever the amplifier is l i ve , and a separate dead-time

indication would be redundant.
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An amplifier dead-time indication can be generated quite easily

by comparing the signal voltage with come baseline level which is set

just above the system noise level. Whenever the signal exceeds this

baseline, a pulse is presumed to be present and the appropriate dead-

time signal is output. The total dead-time accumulated during a mea-

surement interval can be measured by using the dead-time signal to

control a gate between a clock pulse generator of known frequency and

a pulse counter. The number of clock pulses counted is then propor-

tional to the accumulated dead time. The uncertainty of such a system

is minimized by making the clock frequency as high as possible, and by

making the clock pulses as narrow as possible.

11.3 Energy Range of Interest Selection

The energy analyzer is usually much slower than the other circuit

elements. That is, it takes much longer for the energy analyzers to

process a single pulse than for the amplifier, discriminators, and all

the other electronics. It is clearly desirable to reduce the energy

analyzer's dead-time. One very effective technique is to provide some

preliminary selection of pulses with a much faster circuit, so the

energy analyzer does not waste time processing pulses that are not in

the energy range of interest. In Figure 33, this function is provided

by the discriminators and the linear gate. The discriminators check

each live time pulse to determine whether its amplitude is in the range

of interest, and apply the proper control signal to the linear gate to

transmit the interesting pulses to the energy analyzer and block the

other pulses.

11.4 Pile-Up Rejection

When two or more pulses partially overlap, the result may be a

pulse peak magnitude which does not represent the amplitude of any one

of the constituent pulses. This pile-up phenomenon results in an

energy discrimination system interpreting two or more overlapping pul-

ses as a single, higher energy pulse. Electronic circuits can detect

and reject a significant fraction of these events. One procedure for
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accomplishing this is to accept the f i r s t maximum ( i f the pulses are

posit ive, or minimum if the pulses are negative) of an excursion of

the signal above the baseline as an indication of a pulse magnitude,

and ignore the remainder of that excursion. Thus, in Figure 35, the

f i r s t two maxima above the baseline would be interpreted as pulse-

height indications, but the third maximum would be ignored.

Voltage

Baseline-

These peaks
used as pulse
amplitude
indications

This peak
is ignored

Time
INEL-A-12 587

Fig. 35 Pileup rejection.

The c i rcu i t ry needed to accomplish this pile-up rejection must

determine when the signal rises above and drops below the baseline

(just as for determining dead-time) and when the signal goes through a

maximum. When the signal is above the baseline, the c i rcu i t is dead.

Immediately after the f i r s t signal maximum is detected and while the

c i rcu i t is dead, a pile-up rejection indicator is set. This indicator

is cleared when the signal drops below the baseline (when the dead-

time is ended). While the pile-up rejection indicator is set, any

peak in the signal is -ignored.

A pile-up rejection system such as this does not reject al l

pile-up events, because there are some times when events in which the

two overlapping pulses are so close together in time that the signal

does not reach the maximum due to the f i r s t pulse before the second

pulse arrives. (These unrejected pile-up events are the object of the

coincidence correction mentioned in Section 6.) Even so, this techni-

que prevents a large part of the spectrum shape error which would

otherwise result from pile-up events.
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11.5 Standard Features

There are some other features that are important in pulse-mode

densitometer electronics, but these were not discussed in detail

because they are standard in most pulse-counting applications. These

standard features include baseline restoration to ensure stability of

the voltage level when no pulse is present, pulse shaping circuits

(usually included in the main amplifier), data accumulation registers

to keep track of the number of pulses accumulated in each energy window

or channel, and a data recording system to make a permanent record of

the measurements.

The system outlined in Figure 33 is only one possible system; it

is shown to illustrate the various desirable features. There are many

possible variations which can still incorporate the important features.

The major point in most pulse-mode densitometer systems is that the

very high count rates introduce new problems and magnify old problems

in the pulse handling electronics, and new techniques must be applied

to solve these problems.

12. CURRENT MODE AND LOCK-IN DETECTION

The two basic methods of detecting and conditioning signals in a

gamma densitometer are by pulse height analysis and by operation of

the detector in the current or DC mode. Signal processing by nulse-

height analysis is discussed in Section 11. Current mode, in combina-

tion with iock-in detection as it was applied to a radiation hardened

gamma densitometer, will be discussed in this section.

What is current mode? An output pulse, either of light from a

sodium iodide crystal, or of electrons and holes in a semiconducting

crystal detector is produced whenever radiation interacts with the

detector crystal. A series of gaiuna or x-ray photons produces a series

of distinct pulses from the detector. If, at an early stage in the

signal conditioning electronics, the series of pulses is integrated by

a low pass filter, then the output current from this integration is
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proportional to the intensity of the incident garnna of x-radiation.

This is current-mode detection.

A comparison can be made between current and pulse-mode detection.

F i rs t , a gamma densitometer can operate at much higher count rates in

the current mode than in the pulse mode. For example, during scoping

ter,ts performed on the Power 8urst Faci l i ty (PBF) radiation hardened

gamma densitometer, the detector and electronics were processing inc i -

dent gamma photons at a rate ir, excess of 2 x 10 events/sec. This

was at least one order of magnitude larger than the fastest pulse-

height analysis system. Second, the signal conditioning is relat ively

simple. A frequency response from DC to approximately 5 kHz is usually

satisfactory for current-mode operation. Third, there is no pulse

pile-up, and as a consequence no dead-time corrections in a current

mode densitometer. Fourth, the detector has greater efficiency when

operated in the current mode. The pulse-mode system only processes

the energy in the photopeak of the garrma radiation spectrum, whereas

the current-mode system processes the total amount of energy deposited

in the crystal ( i . e . , energy in the photopeak, the Compton shoulder,

and sum peaks). The three major disadvantages of current-mode detec-

tors are gain ins tab i l i t y , fat igue, and nonreproducibility. These

disadvantages have been considered in more detail in the section on

detectors (Section 10).

An example of current-mode electronics is shown in Figure 36.

The system consists of a Nal detector, a preamplifier, and a postam-

p l i f i e r . The base of the photomultiplier tube contains the pream-

p l i f i e r . The postamplifier is approximately f i f t y feet from the

preamplifier.

12.1 Preamplifier

The preamplifier can convert a current as low as 4 nA into a

voltage, amplify it, and drive it over 50 feet of coaxial cable to a

postamplifier. This preamplifier has an adequate bandwidth such that
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the system response is 200 Hz to 5 kHz. The drift is not more than 1%

of full scale.

12.2 Postamplifier

The postamplifier provides an adjustable gain and offset, and it

has a dynamic range of at least +10 V.

12.3 Lock-In-Detection

Until about two years ago, gamma densitometry had not been used

in a nuclear environment because the background radiation would have

overwhelmed the signal of interest. Prograns required a density

measurement using a gamma densitometer within 3 meters of the active

core of a nuclear test reactor. The gamma-radiation environment at

this location was 2000 R/hr. It became apparent early in the develop-

ment of this densitometer that shielding by itself would only remove a

small fraction of the background. It was decided to apply a measure-

ment technique which has been used in optics and low temperature

physics to extract a signal obscured by interferring signals and no^se.

This measurement technique is a combination of signal modulation ano

lock-in detection.

A schematic of the measurement system is shown in Figure 37. A

wheel consisting of 10 depleted uranium inserts in an aluminum disk,

rotates at 6000 rpm, so that the radiation beam which produces the

signal of interest is modulated at 1000 Hz. A reference detector

senses the passage of the uranium inserts. Therefore, the signal from

the reference detector has the same frequency of, but differing phase

angle from, the modulated radiation beam.

The heart of the system is the lock-in amplifier. A lock-in

amplifier is a specialized type of a very narrow band ac volt meter

which employs phase-sensitive detection to ciccurately measure che

amplitude of signals obscured by background noise or competing signals.
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Lock-in amplifiers have extracted signals in the presence of noise

100,000 times larger than the signal amplitude.

The basic operation of a lock-in amplifier (detector) is that of

a phase-sensitive ac volt meter which mixes an ac input (signal of

interest and noise) with a reference signal (this is a second signal,

which is synchronous with the signal of interest). The output of this

mixing (after f i l t e r i ng ) is a signal (without the noise) which is pro-

portional to the average value of the signal of interest.

A simplif ied picture of a phase-sensitive detector is shown in

Figure 38. The operation of the switch is synchronized by the signal
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E , in the form of a square wave occurring at exactly the same fre-

quency as the signal of interest. In Figure 39, the phase-sensitive

detector is shewn processing a signal which is synchronous with the

reference signal, another which is nonsynchronous with the reference,

and a third which has components both synchronous and nonsynchronous

with the reference signal.

In the synchronous example, during the first half cycle, the

reference signal has a positive polarity which sets the electronic

switch to its non-inverting position. The signal which appears at the

mixer output during this half cycle is identical to the input. During

the half cycle in which the reference signal is of negative polarity,

the electronic switch is set to its inverting position. As a conse-

quence, the mixer output during the second half-cycle has a positive

polarity. Thus, the mixer output looks like a full-wave rectified

signal. The average value of this rectified signal is obtained by

passing the output signal through a low-pass filter.

In the nonsynchronous example, the result of processing a-signal

which is not precisely at the same frequency as the reference signal

is shown. The output will average to zero over a period of time which

depends on the frequency difference and the amount of output filtering.

The third example in Figure 39 shows the result of processing a

signal which is a transient. This transient is composed of many fre-

quency components, some of which are at the same frequency as the

reference. Because of this, there is a slight dc component in the

output of the low-pass filter due to the transient.

One of the results that is derived from the more rigorous mathe-

matical treatment, can be anticipated by examining Figure 40. In the

figure, two examples are shown. In the first, the input signal is the

second harmonic of the reference, and the output from the filter is

zero. In the second example, the input is the third harmonic, and the

output is one-third of the average absolute value of the input. There-

fore, generalizing these results, one can conclude that the output
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from the phase sensitive detector is zero for even harmonics, and equal

to one over n times the absolute value of the average incoming signal

for odd harmonics.

13. MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF THE MIXER OF THE LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER

For a mixer to be useful in lock-in amplifier applications where

the object is to recover a signal that is obscured by noise, the mixer

must be capable of withstanding large amounts of noise (that is , non-

synchronous signals having f, = f ? ) without overloading.

For a switching signal E ,- a square-wave driva is used that

contains al l the odd harmcnics of the fundamental frequency f~.

Express the square-wave E _ as a Fourier series:

E r 6 f = E
2 ¥ £ [ l / ( 2 n + 1 ) ] s i n [ ( 2 n + l ) ( ? - f 2 t + « , ) ] (44)

n=0

For convenience, set E~ = T./Z, and E is the s igna l of

i n t e r e s t :
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= EjSin (2 n fj^t + 4 ^ ) .

Then

m Es x E r e f = ^ [ 2 E l / ( 2 n

n=0
Em = Es x E r e f ^

n=0

x s in [ {2n + 1) ( 2 * f 2 + 4>2)]

= £ CEi/(2n + l ) ]cos[2 i. f , - {2n + l ) f 9 t + * , - (2n +
n=0 i i j .

- Z [{E,/(2n + l ) ]cos(2 f f [ f , + (2n + l ) f ? ] t + * , + (2n + l ) $ - \ (45)
n=0 i l x ^ x ^ '

where the f i r s t semination contains the difference frequency terms

f 1 - (2n + l ) f 2 ; that i s , f 1 - f.^, f, - 3f.,t f 1 - 5f2> etc. , and the

second summation contains the sum frequency terms f1 + (2n + l ) f ? ; that

is , f j + f2 , fx + 3f2 , f2 + 5f2, etc.

When E is passed through the low-pass f i l t e r , a l l the terms of

the second summation in Equation (45) w i l l average to zero for any

values of f, and f~. Also, £]_]_ the terms of Equation (45) w i l l

average to zero i f f, does not equal f o ^ f l ^ f 2 ^ ' o r f l i s

not an odd harmonic of f 2 ( f i f (2n + l ) f - , ) .

Therefore, for a switching mixer, synchronous operation occurs

whenever f, is an odd harmonic of f? ; that i s ,

fl = (2n + 1) f2 . (46)

When n > 0 these outputs are known as the harmonic responses of the

mixer.

The total transfer function of a phase sensitive detector that

consists of a switching mixer plus low-pass f i l t e r is obtained from

Equation (45). I f E . is the output from the low-pass f i l t a r ,
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where

E

+

+

- h

out

3 E3

l E s
oo

E
n=3

• 63 =

E l C O S 1

C O S3

COSg

2n+ l n

* 1 - 3(f.2, e5

f l

f l

f l

n +

= *j

= f2

- 3 f 2

= 5f2

- 5$2,

(2n + Df 2

'1 ' n*2

(47)

Also, E is the signal + noise amplitude at f- = f_, and E2 ,

(where n j 0) is the amp^'^ude, usually of noise, at f- = (2n +

l)f2. Finally, E Q u t f 0 whenever 1^ = (2n + l)f2.

The effect of the harmonic responses on the jutput S/N ratio is

important. Suppose that E consists of write noise only. Then

El = E3 = E5 = E2n+1

for al l n. Assuming random phase Jn the noise components of E.^.,

and using Equation (47), the output noise power is found to be

proportional to

out 1 1 5 ^ 3

or
Eout = L U x E l

where the maximum value of the cosine terms has been used for a

worst-case estimate, namely when <t>- = <>? = 0.

The switching mixer harmonic responses may be greatly attenuated

by an input, low-pass f i l t e r with cutoff frequency f = f? , or a

frequency-selective amplifier tuned to f? .
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13.1 Output Low-Pass F i l t e r

Output low-pass f i l t e r s in l ock - in ampl i f ie rs are used to pass

dc and very low-frequency ac signals whi le g rea t l y at tenuat ing high

frequency s igna ls . A schematic of a two sec t ion , low pass f i l t e r ,

together wi th i t s frequency response, is shown in Figure 4 1 . Low-pass

f i l t e r s may be character ized by the cu to f f frequency ( f ) which is

defined to be the frequency at which the voltage gain of the f i l t e r

f a l l s to 0.707, or -3 dB, of i t s maximum val' je (0 dB).

•-vWV-r—/WSV-y

fn = 1/8RC

fc = 0.6/2 TTRC

Frequency fc f n INEL-A-12 599

Fig. 41 Two-section, low pass filter.

A more meaningful parameter than f is the equivalent noise

bandwidth, f . The equivalent noise bandwidth of a low-pass filter

is an idealized, rectangular shaped, frequency response having the

same maximum voltage gain as that of the real filter, and producing

the same total output RMS noise as the real filter.

As a final example, consider the response of a phase sensitive

detector to (a) white noise, and (b) an interferring signal. The

frequency response of this example is pictured in Figure 42.
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F'g. 42 Noise-frequency parameter relat ions.

When white noise is applied to the input of a lock-in amplifier

i t becomes band-limited to a value B., by the input frequency response

of the instrument. The noise reduction of a frequency-selective amp-

l i f i e r is given by the square root of the ra t 'o of the signal band-

width f to the noise bandwidth 8... Also, the output of the phase-

sensitive detector is proportional to cose, where 9 is the relat ive

phase between E^n and E. f. Since the phase of the asynchronous

noise is random, then the noise output w i l l be given by the total

transfer function Equation (47) where the average value of the relat ive

phase angle e is 45°.

Hence the total noise reduction of the phase-sensitive detector

i s :

OUTPUT NOISE
INPUT NOISE

N
124
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and since cos 45° = yfl/2 we have

1/2

Therefore,

OUTPUT NOISE
INPUT NOISE " , ̂

<S/N>out = ^S/Hhn * < V V 1 / 2 • (49)

Suppose the input white noise bandwidth BN = 10 Hz and that

an RC time constant of 100 s is used, so that for a two-section or

three-section f i l t e r the noise bandwidth is about f.. = 10 Hz.

Then, from Equation (49), the signal-noise ratio at the f i l t e r output

is

(S/N)Qut = (S/N) i n x (105/10"3) 1 / 2

= 104 x (S/N) i n .

Therefore, i f the white noise power in a noise bandwidth EL =

105 Hz were 1000 times greater than the signal f(S/N),_ = 1/1000),

the lock-in amplifier could produce an output signal-to-noise rat io

(S/N)Qut - 10/1.

Suppose further that the reference and signal frequency is at

1000 Hz, and the interfering signal is 60 Hz. The frequency response

of a two-section RC f i l t e r is given by

Output Signal _ 1
Input Signal x + {z^f)2 R2 Q2

In this case f is 1000-60 = 940 Hz. Therefore, j n ^ s f n a f " 3 x

Note that the effective Q i f f~ = 1000 Hz would be

' 3Qe f f - F/fs - f /2fN » 1000/2 x 10'
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or
Qeff = 500,000 .

13.2 Experimental Results

A schematic of a prototype testing apparatus is shown in

Figure 43. Testing centered around simulating density changes and

flow regime by using Lucite plugs of di f ferent shapes and sizes. These

were moved through the beam path to simulate the flow during an actual

blowdown. Background radiation was provided by a second 60-Ci, 137-Cs

source. Lucite was chosen because i ts density and cross section are

similar to those of water. Figure 44 shows the results of these tests

using a f u l l Lucite plug and 137-Cs background radiation. With no

signal processing from the phase-sensitive detector and the background

on, the signal-to-noise was determined to be 1/15 when the Lucite was

out of the beam path. Next, with the signal now being processed, the

Lucite plug was dropped into the beam path. The densitometer responded

to this change in density in 0.020 s. With the plug in the beam path

and the signal being processed with background turned on, the processed

signal is measured with a signal to noise of 50/1. This is an overall

increase of about 750 in the signal to noise between the raw signal

and the signal after processing.

Figure 45 shows one of the results using a current-mode, lock-in

detector gamma densitometer in a reactor environment.

14. APPLICATIONS

Thus fa r , these discussions or x- and gamma-ray transmission

densi- tometry have explained theoretical and experimental principles

and, have cited those aspects of equipment at the INEL which were

germane. Because these densitometers , presently in use by EG&G

Idaho, have been described and discussed in signif icant detail in

various reports, this section w i l l provide only brief descriptions,

and reference the reports concerning each type. A total of f ive

dif ferent types of den- sitometers are presently used. These include

(a) the few-beam current
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mode densitometer, (b) the Power Burst Fac i l i t y (PBF) densitometer,

(c) the Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) densitometer, (d) the low energy

densitometer, and (e) the scanning densitometer.

14.1 The Few-Beam Current Mode Densitometer

This is the f i r s t type of densitometer developer! at the INEL,

and is s t i l l the most prevalent type in use. I t basically consists of

a single 20 to 30 curie source of Cesium-137 radiating to two or three

Nal(Tl) detectors. In the dual-beam version, i t is mounted on a 3-inch

Schedule 160,304 stainless steel pipe, and used on the Semiscale sys-

tem. In the three-beam version, i t was mounted on a 14-inch Schedule

160,304 stainless steel pipe and used on the LOFT system prior to

insta l lat ion of the reactor core. Some of these units are presently

in use at the LOFT Test Support Fac i l i t y , having been replaced in the

LOFT f a c i l i t y i t se l f by a radiation-hardened densitometer. The detec-

tors consist of 2 x 2 crystals and 2-inch size PM tubes. The pulses

are integrated at the preamp input to give a current mode system. In

the Semiscale systems, log amplifiers are used to give readings

direct ly in density; in the LOFT systems, the readings represent beam

intensity and the logarithmic conversion to density must be done

separately.

The sources are generally mounted at about 45 degrees above

horizontal and one beam is directed through the bottom of the pipe.

In the dual-beam version, the second beam covers the upper horizontal

portion of the flow cross section not covered by the main beam. In

the three-beam version, a diametral beam and a nearly tangential beam

are provided in addition to the chordal beam going through the bottom

of the pipe. In the dual-beam version 20 curie sources are used while

30 curie sources are used in the three-beam version. Figures 9 and

46 through 48 show the three-beam version, and Figure 49 shows the

two-beam (Semiscale) version. These LOFT and Semiscale densitometers

are described in References 10 and 11, respectively.
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Fig. 47 Three-beam current mode densitometers, one mounted on pipe
(photograph courtesy of Measurements Incorporated).

Fig. 47
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14.2 The PBF Densitometer

The Power Burst Fac i l i ty (PBF) is an experimental reactor. An

in-p i le loop in the reactor contains test fuel elements and circulates

f l u i d to cool them. The coolant flow can be interrupted to simulate

loss of coolant accident conditions. Two densitometers are used in

conjunction with other instruments to measure the resulting two-phase

mass flow rates. The measurement locations are so close to the reactor

core that direct radiation levels from the core are of the order of

2000 R/hr.

The densitometers each use a 60-curie, Cesium-137 source and

three 1-1/2-inch Nal(Tl) detectors and 1-1/2-inch PM tubes. A chopper

wheel is located between the source and the 3-inch, double extra

strong, 304 stainless steel pipe. The 25-cm-diameter aluminum wheel

is f i t t ed with ten depleted uranium discs which "turn off" the beam

ten times per revolution. The wheel turns at 6000 rpm GO that the

beam is modulated at 1 kHz. The current mode detector preamps provide

output signals characteristic of the sum of the modulated source and

the unmodulated background radiation to a lock-in amplif ier. An eddy

current detector senses the frequency of the chopper and supplies this

as a reference signal to that lock-in amplif ier. The amplifier output

is a signal which is proportional to the average value of the trans-

mitted beam. Thus, a very large discrimination against the background

radiation is achieved. Figure 50 shows the system which is described

in Reference 12.

14.3 The LOFT Densitometer

There are four measurement locations on the LOFT f a c i l i t y , al l

horizontal, 14-inch Schedule 160, 304 stainless steel piping. At each

location an 11-curie, cobalt-60 source radiates to three l x l Nal(Tl)

detectors and 1-inch ruggedized PM tubes. Also at each location, a

fourth detector monitors the background radiation coining from the

Nitrogen-16 and other radiation sources in the primary coolant. As

with the PBF densitometer application, the principal design problem
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was the background radiation. However, expected background levels

were small enough that a simple background subtraction technique was

satisfactory. The system is of the pulse type and takes a limited

portion of the detected photon spectrum around the two cobalt peaks.

The PM tube high voltage is adjusted to offset count rate induced gain

shift through a feedback circuit. Total system dead time is measured

and used to corre:t the count rate. Channels on either side of the

cobalt peaks are used to determine the background under the peaks,

which is then subtracted to give the net count rate in each channel.

This is integrated over the peak to give the uncollided number of

counts and then divided by the counting time, 12.5 ms, to give the

rate. Figures 51 and 52 show parts of the system which are discussed

in detail in References 13 and 14.

14.4 The Low-Energy Densitometer

Densitometers of this type are used on Semiscale at the INEL, on

the 3D-JAERI facility in Japan, and the 3D-PKL facility in Germany.

This type densitometer consists of three different low energy x-ray

sources radiating to a single low-energy Ge or Si(Li) detector. Pipe

sizes range from "1-1/2-inch, Schedule 160 to 6-inch, Schedule 40. In

all cases, the photons pass through only a beryllium containment wall

in an instrument washer housed between pipe flanges. In the 1-1/2-inch

size, design pressure and temperature are 17 MPa and 600 K while design

conditions in the 3D facilities are generally for low pressures e.g.,

less than 4 MPa. The sources used include Am-241, Gd-153, Cd-109 and

Fe-55 in amounts of 50 to 300 mCi. Counting times range around 150

ms. These are pulse mode type systems in which single, rather than

multichannel, data are recorded; one single channel for each source.

The width of the single channel is set to include the entire photopeak

from that source with minimal channels on either side for count rate

induced gain shift. The liquid nitrogen cooled Ge or Si(Li) detectors

range from 1 cm to 1.6 cm in diameter and 3 to 7 mm thick. Detector

efficiencies are universally near 10055. Figures 53 through 57 show

parts of the systems. These are discussed in detail in References 15

and 16.
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Fig. 52 LOFT radiation-hardened densitometer.

14.5 The Scanning Densitometer

This reference densitometer is used on steam-water and air-water

steady state systems and is presently installed on the air-water loop

located at the Semiscale facility. The densitotneter consists of a

single Cd-109 source located --, the horizontal centerline of the test

section. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled Si(Li) detector moves in a circular

arc about the source on the far side of an instrument washer from the

source. The washer used for air-water testing consists of a piece of
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3- 4-in pipe sizes

Fig. 57 3D — PKL design.

Plexiglas and for steam-water testing a beryllium r ing. Two test sec-

tions sizes are used, a 3-inch Schedule 160 setup for high pressure

and temperture conditions and a 1-1/2 inch, Schedule 160 sotup for

air-water conditions.

This pulse-type system uses a single-channel analyzer set on the

Ka x-ray peak, and a counter-timer. The detector is stopped for a

IC-s counting time at each of 25 to 50 azimuthal positions over the

flow cross section, depending on flow diameter. The successive
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detector pos i t ions essen t ia l l y cover the en t i re flow area g iv ing a

s u f f i c i e n t number of data points to ind icate steady density d i s t r i b u -

t ions and obtain cross sect ional average densi t ies very accurately.

This system has been used in Canada and at Karlsruhe, Germany, pr<or

to i t s present l oca t i on . Figures 58 and 59 show parts of the system

which are described in References 17 to 20.

Source

9s.
2

Detector

Detector srneic anrj
collimating hole

Pipe

Fig. 58 Scanning densitometer arrangement showing x-ray source, cross
section of piping spool piece, and angle which defines the location of
traversing detector.
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Fig. 59
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